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Election ’04 Comes to Maine
Students Attend
EDWARDS IN Lewiston Chris Heinz Addresses
Bush Rally in Bangor „Vice „-„--.
Crowd in Commons
Presidential Candidate Speaks at Armory

Alex Verhave/The Bates Student

Bates students were among the 3,100 people at the Edwards rally in Lewiston.
by LOUIS DENNIG
NEWS SECTION EDITOR
Chet Clem/The Bates Student

Oli Wolf’06 looks on as Bush speaks.
by EMILY RAND
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR
Just hours after meeting with Iraqi Prime
Minister Iyad Allawi in Washington on
Thursday, President George W. Bush
addressed a crowd in Bangor, Maine.
Approximately 9,000 supporters attended the
“2004 Victory Rally”, which took place on the
tarmac at the Bangor International Airport.
Although the forty-five minute stump
speech focused heavily on the war on terror in
Afghanistan and Iraq, President Bush also
expounded the virtues of running mate Dick
Cheney, traditional American values, and the
“courage and decency of our troops.”
Bates student and College Republican
President Oliver Wolf ’06 was among the
speakers chosen to help introduce the
President.
“College students in Maine are now becom¬
ing the largest group of grassroots volunteers
for this campaign,” said Wolf, who is also the
Vice-Chairman of the Maine College
See BUSH, p.8

On Sunday afternoon at the Lewiston
Armory, approximately 3,100 people from
cities throughout Maine, including students
from Bates, Bowdoin and Colby colleges,
attended a speech by Democratic vice-presi¬
dential candidate Senator John Edwards.
The visit was termed a “town hall meeting”
because of the question-and-answer session
that followed Edwards’ speech, which focused
on the war in Iraq. Edwards was interrupted
15 times for standing ovations.
“It feels more like North Carolina here than
Maine,” the candidate said because of the heat
inside the Armory.
Five speakers, Maine State congresswomen
Lillian O’Brien and Peggy Rotundo,
Congressman Tom Allen, Former Governor
Angus King, Maine Governor John Baldacci
and Congressman Mike Michaud, preceded
Edwards.
“You all helped send me, a former mill
worker, to congress, now you can help me
bring the son of a mill worker into the White
House,” said Michaud.
While the question-and-answer session
addressed the economy, the environment, jobs
and energy independence, the main speech
was devoted to the war in Iraq and the war on
terrorism.

Edwards scolded the Bush administration
for their reconstruction efforts since the
beginning of the war.
“Iraq is a mess, it’s a mess because of two
men. They told us we had a plan. Not true.
They told us this war would pay for itself. Not
true,” said Edwards. “We’ve lost more lives in
September then we did in August, more in
August then we did in July, and more in July
than we did in June.”
A member of the Senate Intelligence
Committee, Edwards spoke briefly on new
national security threats, and what the intelli¬
gence community has to do to keep America
safe.
“We need to secure the loose nukes in for¬
mer soviet Russia so they’re not available to
terrorist groups,” said Edwards. “Since the
war in Iraq, Iran has moved forward with their
nuclear weapons program. We need to act to
make sure they don’t move forward any¬
more.”
Edwards also addressed the threat that
North Korea poses to the United States, and
how the current administration has dealt with
it.
“We know Kim Jong II will sell them
[nuclear weapons] to anyone; the current
administration has given this problem to
China. John Kerry will never outsource the
See EDWARDS, p.8
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Heinz stumps for Senator Kerry.
by MARI K. WRIGHT
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
In a casual roundtable discussion in
Commons’ Rowe Room yesterday, Chris
Heinz, the stepson of Democratic presidential
candidate John Kerry, spoke to students and
community members about the upcoming elec¬
tion,-important national issues and shared per¬
sonal and often funny anecdotes about his
high-profile stepfather.
Heinz, the son of Teresa Heinz-Kerry and
the late Republican Senator John Heinz, left a
career in finance to assist in John Kerry’s cam¬
paign and has been publicly supportive of the
Mass. Senator’s political agenda, despite his
conservative roots.
“I am registered independent, so I know both
sides of the aisle,” said Heinz, speaking of his
own political beliefs. “I want to be a proud
member of this country again, instead of
upset.”
Heinz stressed the importance of getting out
and voting, especially in a swing-state such as
See HEINZ, p.7

Herzig Named Interim Director of Chaplain’s Office
by MARI K. WRIGHT
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Several years ago, Rachel Herzig spent up to
five hours a day meditating in a Tibetan
Buddhist monastery in Nova Scotia, Canada.
Herzig, who now serves as the Interim Director
of the Office of the Chaplain, went to the
monastery, built specifically for Western
Buddhists, to find inner peace and spiritual
strength. Herzig wanted to learn to “walk
around the world open-minded” and she left a
busy life at a non-profit human rights organiza¬
tion in Washington, D.C. to pursue her new life
goal.
“Every day that I would meditate at the
monastery, I felt a real need to change my voca¬

NEWS
Time Dollar Talk
Edgar S. Cahn explains his
Time Dollar theory.
Page 6

tion. Although I enjoyed the work [at the non¬
profit organization], it just wasn’t spiritually
fulfilling.”
It was that spiritual need that led to Herzig’s
interest in college chaplainry, and after spend¬
ing a year and a half in Nova Scotia, she decid¬
ed not to return to her fast-paced lifestyle, but
instead to come to Bates, where she began
assisting College Chaplain Kerry Maloney.
“Becoming a chaplain seemed to be the right
fit,” said Herzig. “I was doing very important
work in Washington, D.C., and I was always
doing that work with a spiritual perspective.
But I began to realize that I needed a change
because I believe to fundamentally change the
world, it needs to come from inside people,”
said Herzig

’05
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Four years later, Herzig is running the office
of the Chaplain on her own, as Maloney is
spending a year at the well-known Harvard
Divinity School, a decision that was made very
late last year. Herzig hopes to continue in the
office’s efforts and wants to remain on
Maloney’s spiritual path for the campus.
“Kerry did so much and I think I’m going to
maintain what we have been doing,” said
Herzig. “However, students, faculty and staff
seem increasingly stressed and I am always try¬
ing to find more space and time for reflection,
rest and contemplation.”
The Office of the Chaplain provides students
with spiritual guidance and inspiration. As its
interim director, Herzig oversees lectures,
films, book groups, workshops and a variety of

other activities. Her office also makes sure that
all faiths on campus are able to meet, hold serv¬
ices and observe their religious holidays. In
addition, the office holds ecumenical or multi¬
faith services several times a year, to allow all
students to feel a part of the spiritual communi¬
ty on campus.
Although Herzig’s work and responsibilities
are demanding, she is happy to be here and
feels she is in her right place.
“I really find the students I work with to
be very special, caring, open-minded,
querying people,” said Herzig. “I love
intersecting with Bates students in their
times of joy or struggle and having the
opportunity to help them find their way.”
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The candidates for senior class
co-presidents present ideas.
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Forum
Living in Lewiston
It is hard to determine who is primarily responsible for the tension that
exists between certain Bates students and Lewiston/Auburn residents.
One problem that is easily identifiable is the off-campus party scene at
Bates. Throngs of students crowd outside homes—
Staff
smoking, shouting, talking on their cell phones, and
Editorial
being generally disruptive to the neighborhood.
Not that there is anything unusual about the behav¬
ior of Bates students; college kids do and will party. However, because
Bates lies smack in the center of a residential neighborhood, friction
with our L/A neighbors is unavoidable. Virtually every weekend Bates
Security and the Lewiston Police Department receive complaints from
the community about excessive noise disturbance. While Bates has tried
to offer more on-campus activities like dances and movies to deter the
off-campus partying, these strides seem to have had little effect on the
droves of people searching for a party on Saturday night.
Bates is not new to Lewiston; we have been here for 150 years. But it
is only more recently that the college has permitted students to live offcampus. Jan Barrett, a guest writer in this issue, describes the relation¬
ship between Bates and the community as completely separate in the
1960s. Our interaction with the community has grown considerably as
a result of students living off-campus. Unfortunately, for some L/A res¬
idents, their relationship with students is limited to Friday night phone
calls to the police.
This is not to say that Bates students are always at fault. Many offcampus students have complained that their neighbors overreact and
exaggerate situations. And while everyone (the administration, Bates
security, and the Lewiston police) keeps saying that they understand we
are college students, college students will party—few have felt that their
reiterations ring true. The presence of security and police on the week¬
ends has become more pronounced; even small gatherings are being dis¬
rupted. Some students have felt targeted by Lewiston police; their
behavior at times unnecessarily aggressive or rude.
The misconception that Bates students are wealthy, spoiled brats clear¬
ly persists among some members of the community. Some have experi¬
enced rude or unkind behavior for no other reason than that they are
Bates students. Our $40,000-a-year price tag is more than many people
in the community make in a year.
It is also true that Batesies unfairly stereotype “Townies” as uneducat¬
ed and, sadly, sometimes “white trash.” We too should know better. And
yet, we continue to draw this divisive line, otherwise known as the Bates
Bubble, around this campus. For those that argue that Bates is com¬
pletely separate from Lewiston/Auburn, look around you: close to 28%
of Bates staff also live in Lewiston or Auburn. Many of the people that
we interact with every day in our dorms, our dining hall, or the class¬
room are L/A residents.
We live here nine months out of every year for four years; in many
ways, we should think of ourselves as temporary members of the
Lewiston/Auburn community. Many students have found ways to get
involved in the community outside our campus. Some students have
chosen to register in Maine and become involved in local politics. Last
year, Bates students documented over 40,000 hours of service.
Lewiston/Auburn residents should not ignore this contribution to the
community. It is easier for some to remember the altercations or noise
disturbances caused by rowdy college students, but it also paints a very
limited picture of Bates’ impact on the community.
Think about the business that Bates has brought into
Lewiston/Aubum. Hotels and Inns make profits on visiting families and
guests of Bates students. Restaurants and cafes, movie theatres, clothing
stores—they all make money off of Batesies. It is time for small busi¬
nesses in Lewiston/Aubum to recognize the value of being a college
town. Where are the local coffee shops and delis within walking dis¬
tance from campus? Places like Muddy Waters that actively recruit
Bates students with Thursday “Bates Night” experience a boom in busi¬
ness
Opportunities to build understanding and interaction between the cam¬
pus and the community are the best way to dissolve stereotypes and
reduce tensions. This requires that both Lewiston/Aubum residents and
the College demonstrate interest in improving our relationship. It is time
to recognize the potential for growth; lending our strengths will only
serve to build a stronger community.
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Letters_
STUDENT GOVERNMENT STILL DISORGANIZED
To the Editor:
As a first year, I couldn’t believe how disorganized the Bates College Student Government
class representative elections were. Besides the dorm representative election, the only visible
presence of the BCSG was the table at the Activities Fair. We were told of “other opportunities”
in the RA; more information would come later. A little over a week later, class BCSG elections
were held. No more information about how to run for office beyond a single short e-mail. No
notice was placed about the dates of elections until the first of the only two voting days. Perhaps
worse, the deadline for adding nominations was Wednesday night—the day before the elections.
This left no time for candidates to promote themselves or for students to find out who, exactly, we
were supposed to choose between. I didn’t vote. 1 admit it. How could I when 1 didn’t know or
couldn’t find out anything about the three candidates for my class?
1 thought the BCSG was trying to improve its image among students, to be recognized as more
important. Don’t they still want that? How do they plan to do this if their main introduction to
the entering class of ’08 is a table at the Activities Fair? They won’t be acknowledged as a real
governmental body if they don’t put any visible effort toward it.
To be fair, the new constitution is partly to blame, as it is rather unclear on elections. Actually,
the constitution itself delegates all supervising of the election to the Elections and Judiciary
Committee. EJC guidelines were not immediately available for study, but it sounds like the guide¬
lines need to be reviewed so that elections can run better in the future.
As far as informing students about the BCSG, an information session as part of freshman ori¬
entation would be a very good solution. This would emphasize the importance of the BCSG on
campus and decrease the likelihood of student apathy.
Nick Bauer ‘08

A CALL FOR CIVILITY IN AN ELECTION YEAR
To the Editor:
I have been on the Bates campus for roughly three weeks. In these three short weeks, I have
experienced a major intolerance towards my political preference. As a first year, I really had no
idea to the extent of campus politics, but with the upcoming election I now know, and it isn’t pret¬
ty. Not only did I have anti-conservative slander written on my whiteboard and my Bush sticker
ripped down, but Oli Wolf, president of the Bates Republicans, had his sign ripped down and
replaced with a Kerry one.
Joining the Bates Republicans has been one of the better things 1 have done so far at Bates. The
group is organized, passionate, and committed—traits that should be respected. Tolerance is all
I’m asking for. Everyone has their own opinions and ideas when it comes to politics. Ask them,
they’ll tell you. But just allow yourself the pleasure of listening to others. Education at its base
is supposed to be an instructive and enlightening experience. How enlightened can you become
by shutting out others around you who don’t agree with you? In a world where we have issues and
concerns much greater to be dealing with, it seems trivial that we would waste time mocking oth¬
ers who don’t share our party affiliation.
-Emma Arenstam ’08
CORRECTION: In last week’s edition of The Student, Nathaniel Walton and Kevin
O’Connor were omitted from the list of members elected to the Representative Assembly
Elections and Judiciary Committee.
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Elections for Senior Class Co-President
Candidates Offer Views on How to Best Lead Class in 2004-2005 and Beyond

A letter from Henry Crosby
and Jon Harass

A letter from Sarah Amsbary
and Kate Sadler

Chokshi/The Bates Student

Jim Nagler/The Bates Student

Greetings Fellow Seniors,
On Thursday and Friday of this week, you will have the
chance to make a decision that will significantly impact
your senior year in a multitude of ways. You will be asked
to elect two new students to share the role of co-presiden¬
cy for the next five years. These presidents will not only
guide the class of 2005 through senior year, senior week,
and commencement, but will also share the responsibility
of ensuring and coordinating a successful alumni reunion.
Like you, we, Flenry Crosby and John Karass, consider
these tasks important and worthy of serious attention. As
candidates for the co-presidency, we understand these will
be difficult duties and look forward to meeting them with
resolve and an open mind. If we are given the opportuni¬
ty to serve the class of 2005, precedent will be broken. We
will, as an entire class, truly enjoy our final year at Bates
College.
The purpose of this letter is for you to understand us.
As candidates, we want more than just the usual traditions
for senior week, we want a strong alumni network, and
most importantly we want everybody to want to return to
Bates for their five year reunion. We deserve more than
what previous presidents and current candidates propose
for enjoyment during our last year at Bates. For these sim¬
ple reasons, Henry and I have decided to run for co-presi¬
dency. With ample input from you and with our help, we
will all realize in June what a memorable year it has been.
Our platform is clear and simple. We will rely on you,
the seniors, to dictate what you want for activities your
senior year and as alumni. It is our job to find out what
those activities and ideas are. We believe that by creating
a Senior Class Committee, this class will produce a wealth
of ideas that will enhance our senior experience.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, you, the seniors,
must consider life after Bates as alumni. We ail have fond
memories of our years at Bates and wish to preserve them
as much as possible. In order to keep these memories
fresh we must organize as a class and return to Bates as
alums. This translates into electing two people who will
not only respond to your wishes for a great senior year, but
choosing two individuals who will also successfully
organize your lives after Bates as alumni. Henry and I are
capable of satisfying and fulfilling these responsibilities.
So tell us what you want. We will listen and provide all
of the elements that will make for a great senior year, com¬
mencement, and life after Bates as alumni.
John Karass and Henry Crosby

A letter from Sarah Neukom
and Larry Handerhan

Greetings Class of 2005!
We, Kate Sadler and Sarah Amsbary, would like to take
this opportunity to introduce ourselves as candidates for sen¬
ior class co-presidents.
The job of co-president is a highly time-consuming,
demanding responsibility and requires great dedication and
enthusiasm. We have demonstrated this enthusiasm since last
December, when we started brainstorming ideas for our sen¬
ior year and expressed interest that we would like to run
together as co-presidents. We are excited at the opportunity
to initiate and accomplish our goals throughout our last year
at Bates.
There are always the old favorite activities that have
become somewhat ritualistic for seniors at Bates such as the
pub-crawl, senior night at a Red Sox game, bus trips to
Portland, and Sea Dogs games. Of course we intend to con¬
tinue these traditions. Yet, we have devised many new ideas
that we hope to execute if elected.
Some of these ideas include:
Senior “Two Weeks”: Last year’s co-Presidents, Tanya
and Eduardo, came up with this idea and it proved to be a
huge success among members of the Class of 2004. It con¬
sists of the standard “Senior Week” that ends with
Commencement Weekend in addition to seven other Senior
Activities spread throughout second semester. These events
were key in fostering class bonding and an exciting, fun, and
event-packed senior year. If elected we will continue this
new tradition, which will include several new events and
activities:
Casino Night: The Silo will be transformed into our very
own Bates Casino. Seniors will be able to purchase tickets
for this event, which will cover food, drink, music, and a spe¬
cific amount of “Bates Bills” (fake currency designed specif¬
ically for the event). Seniors will play the tables to try to get
as much Bates Money as they can. At the end of the night,
the money will be used to purchase raffle tickets giving sen¬
iors chances to win lots of great prizes. This will not only be
a fun event, but will also serve as a fundraiser for more Senior
Class activities, such as...
Senior Holiday Semi-Formal: This event will be held at
a local nightspot and will feature an open bar and live music.
This will serve as a great way to celebrate the end of the
semester and to take advantage of the holiday spirit.
Some of our other ideas include a cruise around Portland
Harbor, bus trips to Montreal or Mohegan Sun, BBQ and out¬
door activities at Bradbury Mountain near Freeport, a 90s
Dance Party, a Wine Tasting in conjunction with Austin s, and
a senior day hike at a popular northeast mountain such as
Tumbledown.
As we all know, Bates is an amazing, wonderful place,
where the liberal arts curriculum is as vibrant as the colors of
the leaves on Mount David in late October (awwww).
However, Bates needs money. We need better facilities, more
money for faculty, technology, arts, and athletics. Thus,
beyond the role of planning and organizing senior activities to
foster class camaraderie, the role of senior class co-presidents
is to find and implement creative ways that we, as a class, can
give back. Yes, we are leaving in 8 months, but we should
care because when Bates has money, we can improve the
quality of the school environment and its rankings. When
Bates looks better, we look better.
As a team, our main strength is that we both have experi¬
ence in Alumni Relations and Development. We have raised
funds for the Bates Alumni and Parents Funds and have volSee AMSBARY AND SADLER LETTER p.13
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Dear Class of 2005,
Well, we made it!
Somehow, through 3 a.m. fire alarms in Smith, all-nighters in
Pettengill, mystery meats in Commons, and the walk-of-shame
the next morning, we are still here! We’ve studied, practiced, per¬
formed, barbecued, and slept in class... and we’ve learned more
about ourselves than we ever thought we could. With the real
world approaching fast, we want to make our last year in the
“Bates Bubble” the best yet.
Even after all this, it’s funny how we still might not know
everyone with whom we’ll graduate. This seems like a good time
to introduce ourselves. Larry is from “20 minutes outside
Boston” and is currently living in Village 1. At Bates, Larry has
served as the Vice-President of the RA, studied abroad in
Florence, and continues to be co-coordinator of OUTFront as
well an Admissions Fellow. Sarah is from Colorado Springs, CO
and keeps Parker in line as an RC Team Leader. She is the
President of the Chase Hall Committee (we’re working on the fall
concert!!!), works with the Village Club Series, and was a JA in
Smith last year. Both of us love the Red Sox... almost as much
as we love Bates.
Through our leadership experience, we have gained the
knowledge and skills necessary to plan events and see them
through. And boy do we have some events in mind! Any class
presidents will make sure that the old traditions take place like
Senior Week and the Pub Crawl. Though we’ll have these old tra¬
ditions, we plan to have a variety of new senior class events
throughout the entire year. How about getting off campus for
Senior Ski and Snowboard Day, Senior Beach Day, Senior
Service Day and an all Senior Camping Trip? Senior Bar Nights
at the location of your choice, not to mention some Bates-style
bonding with Friday night happy hours at the Den will be on our
agenda.
These are our ideas, but we want to make sure that you, the
class of 2005, get to do what you want to do. Living on campus,
we are already very accessible, but we will also have weekly
“Den Hours” to discuss any of your thoughts, suggestions, or
questions. What we will do is ensure that we have enough money
for these events by having fun and creative fund-raisers. A Silent
Auction and Raffle, Senior Carnival (Dunk Dean Tannenbaum??)
and a Senior Arts and Crafts show are just a few of our thoughts.
By voting Larry Handerhan and Sarah Neukom, you are vot¬
ing for experience and fun. You will get a team of hardworking,
dedicated leaders who love Bates and want to have one more
amazing year. We’U do our best to make our final year at Bates
one full of L.A.S.T.I.N.G. memories.
We are asking for your votes this Thursday and Friday because
we feel we are the best choice for senior class co-Presidents.
Here’s to an awesome senior year!
Larry Handerhan and Sarah Neukom
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BRIDGING THE TOWN-GOWN DIVIDE
by JAN BARRETT
GUEST WRITER
INNKEEPER, WARE STREET INN
I’m a “Townie.”
Back in the ’60s being a “Townie” defined
Lewiston/Auburn’s relationship with the Bates
community. They were the “Batesies.” Rarely
seen in town except at the Goose (yes, even
then!) because they had all they needed in their
ivy-covered brick buildings. That was simply
the way it was.
Growing up, my interaction with the Bates
community was fairly limited. There was a guy,
Carl, in my Lewiston High School class of ’65
who was so smart that in his junior year he was
carrying a full course load and taking a class at
Bates. I remember being totally impressed with
Carl because he was taking a course at Bates at
the age of 16.
When I was a senior I dated a “Batesie.”
That was a big deal! His name was Keith and
I learned about “padiddles” from him. I won¬
der what became of him ... probably a lawyer.
It was a fun growing up experience; it was also
brief. And that is my early connection with
Bates. A far cry from Carl’s!
I’ve become more curious about this “TownGown” thing as I’ve come to where I am today.
The “Townies” and the “Batesies.” The
“Townies” vs. the “Batesies.” No, not versus
but separate.
So now we are told that Bates and the L/A
community are tenth on the “Princeton
Review” list for the “Most Strained
Town/Gown Relations.” Tenth. Could be
worse. Could be completely separate like it
was in the ’60s. It’s not. We’ve come a long
way “Batesies”! But we have a ways to go yet.
The quality and amount of community serv¬
ice the Bates population contributes to L/A has
taken our relationship miles from where it was
in 1965.
I’ve met lots of Bates students since we
opened our home to guests in 1999. The con¬
sistent impression I’ve gotten of Bates “kids” is
that they’re bright and open.
I would assume that Bates students are open
to new ways to learn about the community and
its people. It is their home away from home for

a good part of four years of their lives.
The Bates community has always wanted to
know more about L/A. There are a whole lot of
theses about Lewiston/Aubum’s history done
by Bates students included in the stacks at the
Lewiston Public Library. They’re interesting
and well-done. I was pleased.
It seems to me there must be a way that
“Batesies” and “Townies” in similar age groups
could get to know each other on a somewhat
equal plane. Not in a classroom, not sports, but
perhaps a community project where they would
be working together toward a common goal.
And along the way they would not only learn
about the subject matter, they would learn
about each other as partners and friends.
As a matter of fact, I have a project in mind
that has tremendous potential to fit the bill. The
local community is breathing new life into the
Lewiston/Aubum Museum. Having grown up
here, this initiative comes as great news. There
is so much history in L/A. It is a source of
pride for me to say that I come from
Lewiston/Aubum. By showcasing our history
we can give “Townies” even more reason to
hold our heads up high when we “admit” we’re
from L/A (it used to be difficult to say it, but
not any more).
Bates students’ participation in this project
might be part of a course of study—an elective
perhaps. It might even become a joint L/ABates endeavor. Certainly the histories of both
Lewiston/Aubum and Bates College are inter¬
related.
The best way to get scratched from that
Princeton Review list is to break down the mis¬
conceptions that persist about “Townies” and
“Batesies”. If we could get Bates students, L/A
teens, Lewiston-Auburn College, Central
Maine Community College and Andover
College students together in an atmosphere
where they would be working toward a com¬
mon goal, they might find they have more in
common than they realize.
This would also be a great opportunity for
L/A students to show the Bates students what
L/A has to offer. Our now-hidden gems would
be discovered by people who, in the past,
would never have had any idea they were there.

Edwards Not Impressive
Nate Walton
OPINION WRITER

Senator John Edwards was the featured
guest at a “Town Hall Meeting” at the
Lewiston Armory on Sunday. As people lined
up for the event, I briefly joined friends in the
College Republicans in rallying across the
street in support of President Bush. Along
with two of my friends, I had tickets to the
Edwards event and eventually planned on
hearing what the vice presidential candidate
had to say. Upon reaching the door to go in, a
group of people waiting in line ahead of us
told the initial ticket-checker that we support¬
ed President Bush and should not be allowed
into the event.
A higher-ranking campaign official came up
to me and my friends, telling us that we could
not enter the event because it was at capacity.
I asked her if that meant the twenty or so peo¬
ple behind us couldn’t enter as well. They
were Kerry-Edwards supporters who had wait¬
ed some forty-five minutes in line. Realizing
the irrationality of her logic, the official let me
and my friends in, but not before taking the
tickets of my two friends and then disappear¬
ing. I was able to get through the next ticket
checkpoint but my friends initially were not.
The campaign official, after taking my
friends’ tickets and dishonestly assuring their
entrance to the event, knew that at the next
checkpoint they would be denied entry
because they didn’t have them. A reasonable

event volunteer at the next checkpoint, how¬
ever, allowed my friends to enter anyway.
They joined me in listening to
Representative Michael Michaud introduce
Senator Edwards, who opened his stump
speech on foreign policy themes, telling the
audience how President Bush has alienated
“allies,” while in nearly the same sentence
criticizing him for bringing other nations to
the table in talks with North Korea, aimed at
ending their development of nuclear arms.
We went on to mention without much detail
how Senator John Kerry’s plan would lower
deficits, create jobs and lower health care
costs. He continued by saying that he and
Kerry would also create more jobs and lower
health care costs, government-empowering
programs that are part of an estimated $2.2
trillion in new government spending that
would only widen deficits.
The solution to his financial contradiction
would be, as always, to tax the “rich.”
The truth of the matter is that truly wealthy
people like Edwards and Kerry use loopholes
to avoid paying their taxes and that under their
plan the real higher tax burden would eventu¬
ally fall on the middle class.
After finishing a question-and-answer ses¬
sion, Senator Edwards began to shake hands
with members of the audience. One of those
hands happened to be mine. I asked Edwards
the
following
question:
“Would
a
Kerry/Edwards Administration help end frivo¬
lous lawsuits by enacting serious tort reform
in this country?” Edwards’ answer was:
“Uhh...well...you need to ask Sam over there.
See WALTON p. 5

especially if this “annoying kind of thing did
not happen years ago.”
The tragedy of our deceased student, a life
GUEST WRITER
taken at knifepoint in the early hours of a
ASSOCIATE DEAN OF STUDENTS
Sunday just off-campus, has everyone dis¬
Relations with the community is an impor¬ cussing if it was indeed due to the strain of
tant topic being addressed from several comers town/gown relations. Though the tragedy
of the campus. Bates presidents and many happened here, it may not be that this is sole¬
departments and individuals of the College ly a Bates phenomenon. Many college com¬
give much attention to the matter, working to munities experience acute problems and ten¬
smooth connections more and more over time. sions with the community. Our example
A continuous goal is to improve the perception leads to one question: if a group of town
that college-town relations are strained.
males encounters a group of collegiate males,
Students do not say they don’t like both under the influence of substances, what
Lewistonians or Aubumites, though many may will they say to each other, and will they
express a lack of regard for the town(s), which become embroiled in an altercation? These
unfortunately gets back to the ears of the days many can say yes to that question.
townspeople, as flippant a statement as that Why? Bravado and posturing are not neces¬
could be. The towns contain many interesting sary, but young men and women all too often
activities, businesses, and escapes. It does not endulge in it. The result is a mysterious, wary
contain the many modem _ - sort of strain that is
trappings prevalent near
vaguely
present,
the metropolitan areas “It seems that Bates students
leading to further
from which many of our
concern and dis¬
and L/A residents do not
students derive.
But
trust.
those items are not neces- interact on any regular basis
The perception of
sary for a good, educa- outside of a few standard sce- economic
differ¬
ences between Bates
, .
.. ,, ,
nanos,
Like
buying
(Lots
of)
choices available here can
'
1/0
'
students and L/A
provide for a variety of beer at local grocery stores.”
residents is ubiqui¬
human connections that
tous. “Look at the
are free-flowing and
_ cars,” is one com¬
close.
mon
comment,
First, though, the strains are most likely per¬ among many more overt statements often
ceived due to the following: Neighborhood heard.
concerns and complaints about off-campus
It seems that Bates students and L/A resi¬
students; the tragedy of a student murdered dents do not interact on any regular basis out¬
three years ago; economic differences assumed side of a few standard scenarios, like buying
between Bates students and L/A residents, and (lots of) beer at local grocery stores. To many
historical divisions between Bates and residents, a party shut down by police suggests
Lewiston which are still evident today. certain blame on the part of students. The com¬
Though each of these is fairly self-explanatory plaint on the party could have ranged from the
and/or is common to the overall topic’s discus¬ urinaters mentioned above, to a Red Sox home
sion, a few follow-up remarks are important.
run, where the momentary loud cheer prompt¬
The neighborhood complaints have ed the gathering to be closed. The latter is
decreased in the last two years, particularly unfair to the students, but the public never
last year. However, memories of the worst of knows the whole story - just that the police
complaints live on for years. For example, a broke up another Bates party. Once the stu¬
neighbor might agree that the noise has dents are defined as all rich, spoiled, and
decreased, and that the College and the stu¬ rowdy on weekends by local residents, every
dents have made efforts to improve. Yet a story subsequent story serves the strain.
about a student urinating in a neighbor’s yard
Still, the perceived strain is more imagined
lives on nearly forever, especially if another than real. The thousands of hours of volunteer
neighbor on another street reports a similar and service-learning hours contributed by our
incident, as has happened this year. These students are complimented and even champi¬
gross acts (which all on campus can easily oned, and students who have jobs in town cre¬
condemn, including the guilty guys when ate tangible closeness. The Lots to Gardens
sober) do not help us at all. The neighbor project has been a spectacular success. Such
assumes a deliberate lack of decorum and
See REESE, p.5
respect by the student and by the College,
by JAMES REESE

BATH RATH
The Bush Twins are
coining to Lewiston

^

www.amazingcatcollection.com

^y

Not only are the pictures
titled, but you can rate them
on cuteness. Trust us, just go
to this link.

More Hurricanes in
Florida

I
^
S

And suddenly Iowa begins to
look appealing for retirement.

Red Sox make the
playoffs

^

^

Note to underclassmen: try to
get advice on making fake
IDs.

Believe
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A Fancy Word for Fish Sex
“Fishing is Boring, Unless you Actually Catch a
Fish, and then it is Disgusting.” -Dave Barry
to fish the fall bass migration. In the past, when
lobster was far more abundant, they used to use
lobster
tails as bait. And, if that mistreatment of
Chet Clem
a modem delicacy wasn’t bad enough, there
was also a standing rule that you could not feed
Assistant Forum
your servants lobster more than three times a
Editor
week. I’m not entirely sure why I retained this
knowledge, but it seemed interesting at the
time.
As I clung to the boat railing to keep from
With current migration numbers as high as
falling overboard, my first thought was how 25 millions fish, we were hopeful that we
much fun the next six hours were going to be. would hook into some striped bass as they
My second thought was just how much I want¬ made their way down the Atlantic Coast to the
ed to vomit. These are not two feelings that Chesapeake Bay where they spend the winter
naturally come hand-in-hand, but then again months spawning, which is just a fancy word
it’s not everyday that you get to experience for fish sex.
your first offshore fishing tournament.
Unfortunately, the stripers proved harder to
Having arrived the previous day in find than a Bush-Cheney sticker on a Hybrid
Falmouth, MA for the 59th annual Martha’s car. It wasn’t until late morning that we were
Vineyard Striped Bass and Bluefish Derby, I able to land our first fish of the day. As we
was setting off with my roommates Ryan pulled the 23-pound striper onto the boat, it did
Heffeman ’05 and Josh Kleinman ’05, along what I had been thinking about doing all day,
with Bates Fishing Club co-founder Keith “The and promptly vomited. For the first time in my
Captain” Lane ’03 and alumnus Dan “The life I agreed with Dave Barry’s classic state¬
Doctor” Driscoll ’02 for what promised to be ment on angling: “fishing is boring, unless you
an eventful day of fishing.
actually catch a fish, and then it is disgusting.”
And by eventful I mean _ _ Although our big
everyone on the boat was
striper of the day
blisteringly hung-over,
“...as they made their way was a good 24
having spent the previous
^ Atiantic Qoast to the Pounds below the
evening discussing fishing
tournament leader,
tactics over a jug of Carlo Chesapeake Bay where they we did land the
Rossi burgundy wine (slo- spend the
winter months biggest false albagan: Hey, at least it’s not
•
uifcicA ■ j f a core of the week
in a box). But that wasn’t ^
.
j
putting us in con¬
important, our group goal fancy word for fish sex.
tention for other
was the brand-new boat
prizes. Wrapping up
that was offered as the__
_the day with friends
grand prize for the biggest
at a nearby pub, our
striped bass. On a personal level, we were each catch of the day quickly started sounding more
trying not to throw up, both from the Carlo and more impressive as fishing stories tend to
Rossi and the rough seas from the recent hurri¬ do. However, this story telling was quickly put
cane activity coming up the east coast.
to an end as our friend, Dave Hurley ’05,
With our sea-legs fighting for dominance rushed over with some troubling news.
over our hangover-legs, the boat pulled away
from the dock as I tried to explain to Josh that,
Dave: That guy over there that I was just
in fact, I did not hate him, nor was I intending talking to about NASCAR, well, has a gun, he
on killing him in his sleep, having made both of showed it to me.
those claims when he came to wake me up at
Josh: You’re kidding.
4:30am that morning. However, this apology
Dave: No, I’m not. He said he was from
was short-lived as I soon discovered that he had Texas and only used it when people messed
spiked my coffee with Crown Royal.
with him.
Headed south from the heel of Cape Cod,
Josh: Is that it there in his back pocket?
Keith’s newly acquired 22-foot vessel felt con¬
Chet: No, that’s his knife.
siderably undersized as each of the increasing¬
Ryan: We should probably go make friends
ly rough swells left us holding on for dear life. with him.
As our feet left the floor with each wave, the
Josh: Or, we could leave right now.
boat landed with a spine-jarring thud, giving
the five of us the sensation that our kidneys
After ensuring our new friend that yes, in
were trying to exit through our feet.
fact, we were all enthusiastic Dale Earnhardt Jr.
Eventually fed-up with the beating we were fans, we quickly made our way to the door.
receiving on board, we decided to fish off the Disappointed that we had not placed better in
shore of Cuttyhunk Island. With sand banks the tournament, but pleased to be leaving with¬
collapsing into a rocky coastline, Cuttyhunk is out gunfire, we declared the weekend a success
generally ideal striper habitat. American fisher¬ and again started lying about how many fish we
men have flocked to the island since the 1800s caught.

Breaking Town-Gown Barriers
REESE
Continued from p. 4
participation and interaction always works.
Even so, students need to get out more. Stop
discouraging first-years from exploring the
area by telling them that there is nothing to do
in Lewiston. Many students would be com¬
pletely lost if you blindfolded them and took
them three blocks away. We all need to have
and use the walking map of the area produced
by the Environmental House students on cam¬
pus last year which identifies multiple activi¬
ties and shops within a fifteen minute walk of
campus. Perhaps we should following the
example of one school that closes the Dining
Hall on Saturday night to make the students
get out more - whether to dine in the local
establishments, creating much good will, or to
buy food at the local grocery and come back to
campus to prepare meals to share together.

Students should go shopping, and enjoy films
and plays at local theaters.
In the other direction, Bates needs to
encourage people to attend our arts and sport¬
ing events. This would naturally breed more
closeness than we have. It is interesting to
meet people from the area and hear them com¬
ment on how interesting a past speaker must
have been, and how great it is that the College
has such events, only to eerily inquire, “Can
we go to those?” What is ironic is that they say
that they read about it in the Lewiston newspa¬
per section of items of upcoming Bates pro¬
grams open to the public.
People on both sides of the town-gown
divide need to get beyond a few mental barri¬
ers and realize that both are just fine with each
other. Students can flow into the community
and do anything they want, and townspeople
can participate and speak with students far
more than they realize.

AmsbarySadler ’05

Digitz

AMSBARY AND SADLER LETTER
Continued from p. 3

2

unteered for Bates Alumni Events including
Reunion. It is a testament that we both are still
active in our high schools’ Alumni
Associations through participation and contri¬
bution. We understand the importance of giv¬
ing back and have experience with and knowl¬
edge of the tools useful to implement innova¬
tive incentives and plan fund-raising activities
to help Bates reach its financial goals.
Between us, we have four majors. We are
avid Bobcat supporters on the fields and
courts. We attend theater, dance, and music
performances. We love Commons and walking
around the quad on warm days. We ski in the
winter and go to Range Pond in the summer.
Freeport and Portland are pleasant getaways.
We play Varsity Squash and IM Soccer. We are
tutors. And while we have indeed done much
in and for the Bates community, it is more
about what we will do this last year. We want
to be your Presidents.
Please vote for us on Thursday and Friday;
we are confident that we have what it takes to
serve you, our classmates, and make this year
the best we’ve had yet. Let’s go Bobcats!

Edwards:
Stumped
WALTON
Continued from p. 4
He can tell you more about our plan.” I found
the disappearance of his trademark smile and
sudden uncertainty in an unplanned moment
to be extremely revealing. As any informed
voter knows, Edwards and Senator Kerry do
not have any serious plan to end the frivolous
lawsuits that drive doctors out of practice
because of skyrocketing medical malpractice
insurance costs. He is opposed to the malprac¬
tice reform proposed by President Bush, even
though frivolous lawsuits against doctors are
one of the contributing factors to the rise in
health care costs. I found this to be ironic con¬
sidering that much of his speech was spent
lamenting the rising cost of health care which,
in his opinion, is purely the fault of the
President. I am, however, certainly not sur¬
prised at his reaction to my question nor by his
and Kerry’s stance on this critical issue.
Edwards earned millions by convincing juries
in North Carolina of junk science scenarios in
which doctors were responsible for damaging
birth defects. In the Senate, he has voted
against every initiative that seeks to limit irre¬
sponsible settlements awarded by juries in
these types of lawsuits. One of the most tal¬
ented trial lawyers in the country, Edwards
can be assured that plenty of work will be
waiting for him if this campaign is unsuccess¬
ful as his term in the Senate ends early next
year.
This rally was an eye-opener for me for a
number of reasons. I was quite taken aback
that members of a party that has so sternly
criticized the President’s campaign for hold¬
ing exclusive campaign events would be so
eager to take measures to exclude a group of
people whose appearance and behavior in no
way warranted ejection from one of their
events.
I was also amazed how, up close and per¬
sonal, one can get a true sense of what a per¬
son is really like. I was able to learn more
about Senator John Edwards on Sunday than
one could learn through months of press cov¬
erage. He may be a seemingly “nice guy” with
good hair and a friendly smile, but catch him
off guard on an issue he knows is a huge
weakness, and the sunny facade shows its
cracks. For Edwards, personal self-interest
trumps real solutions to the problems facing
this country.

Pennsylvania horseback
riders who took their DUI
case to the state Supreme
Court and won. Justice
Michael Eakin ruled that
the state’s drunken driving
laws do not apply to riders
on horseback.
205
Miles per hour achieved on
a motorcycle by Samuel
Armstrong Tilley, 20, of
Wabasha, MN. Tilley was
arrested for driving 140
miles per hour when he
was clocked covering a
quarter-mile section of
highway in 4.39 seconds.
79
Age of lonely Milan, Italy
resident Giorgio Angelozzi
who offered himself as a
“grandfather up for adop¬
tion.” Angelozzi promised
to pay 500 Euros ($604) a
week to any family that
would take him in.
100

Dollar gift certificate to
Victoria’s Secret offered by
three Jacksonville
University students to the
winner of a pole dancing
competition they held in
their dorm room.
University officials closed
down the event after see¬
ing “Pole Dancers Wanted”
signs posted on campus.
700
Days since Bates Field
Hockey last won a game
against an opponent in
their conference before
last weekend’s win against
Connecticut College. Their
previous NESCAC win,
also against Connecticut
College, came on October
26, 2002.
7,581,000
Estimated number of
babies that were born in
the United States in the
time between the two
wins.
Sources: Associated Press (3), Reuters, Staff Report
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Economist Explains Time Dollar

EMS Sponsors
Successful
Blood Drive

by DAVID SCOTT

NEWS WRITER
By the time Edgar S. Cahn’s lecture was
scheduled to start, the Muskie Archives meet¬
ing room was filled to capacity. The audience
had assembled to hear Cahn speak about his
brainchild, the Time Dollar.
The Time Dollar, in layman terms, can be
summed up by the concept that one hour of an
individual’s time is equal to one Time Dollar.
According to Cahn, it is feasible that Time
Dollars might serve as a framework to redis¬
tribute wealth in the US, which has become
severely stratified. This could alleviate some of
the pressures on the recent economy, which
currently does not take unpaid labor into con¬
sideration in its accounting practices, Dr. Cahn
insisted. Therefore, the economy is only tap¬
ping into about half of its available resources,
as roughly half of labor in the United States is
unpaid.
“This country is rich. Rich in its citizens,”
Dr. Cahn stated. “Time Dollars could serve to
allocate this vast resource.” Four steps need to
be taken to instigate the use of Time Dollars
implementing unpaid labor as a major player in
the US economy, according to Cahn.
First, work needs to be redefined. Under the
current monetary system work cannot be
defined to include unpaid labor, but if Time
Dollars were employed, wages could be intro¬
duced for labor that currently cannot be
assigned a monetary value.
Second, individuals need to take responsibil¬

by JAMES BOLOGNA

NEWS WRITER

Alex Verhave/The Bates Student

The father of the Time Dollar theory, Edgar S. Cahn, speaks to a packed
Muskie archives on Wednesday, Sept. 23.
ity for their impact on the surrounding environ¬
ment as healthy neighborhoods and communi¬
ties are the basis for the healthy democracy that
is needed to support a thriving economy.
“Time Dollars would serve as an incentive
for people to give their time to their communi¬
ties and influence parents to spend more time
homemaking if they are going to receive
returns for their time,” Cahn speculates.
Third, society needs to be based on recipro¬
cal relationships. “Reciprocity is an instrument

for social justice but society has not created a
constituency for social justice,” Cahn asserts.
The Time Dollar system would cause de facto
reciprocity, that is, give what you take.
“A contemporary society needs to consist of
a network of reciprocal communities, and not
just isolated cells of reciprocity,” Cahn fin¬
ished. Time Dollars would generate this struc¬
ture if implemented as a currency, because just
as any currency, it will circulate.

Bates Textbook Prices Increase
by JAMES BOLOGNA

NEWS WRITER
At the start of each term, students across
campus can be heard complaining about the
high cost of course packs and textbooks.
Indeed, students are expected to pay upwards
of 800 dollars a year for course supplies,
according to The College Board.
“It’s outrageous, simply outrageous,” said
Beth Lakin ’08 about the amount of money stu¬
dents are expected to pay for books and other
school necessities.
According to Becky Lovett, assistant man¬
ager of the Bates College Store, who is a cur¬
rent textbook buyer, the price of college text¬
books is expected to rise in the upcoming year.

Citing the rising cost of paper, Lovett expects
the prices of textbooks to rise, but is uncertain
as to how much.
“Paper prices have been stable for ten years,
but this is a big deal that it’s going up this
year,” Lovett said.
But as Bates College Store Manager and
textbook buyer of 25 years, Sarah Potter, says,
“The cost of textbooks feels huge today, but in
relation to a new car, concert tickets, or really
good Red Sox tickets, [they have risen at the
same rate].”
The Bates College Store is owned by the col¬
lege, making its goal not to draw a monetary
profit but instead to offer the best possible serv¬
ice and prices to the students.
“The text area operates at a loss,” Potter said.

“The sweatshirts you buy support the text¬
books.” She also stressed the fact that the
Bates College Store strives to get as many used
books as possible. Up until three years ago,
about 70 percent of the books sold by the book¬
store were used. According to the National
Association of College Stores (NACS), used
books account for 15 percent of all sales in col¬
lege stores, as well as 1.6 billion dollars a year
in sales from college stores. According to
NACS, students can expect to save 25 percent
off the price of new texts by purchasing used
books.
NACS reports that only 3.5 percent of col¬
lege students purchase their texts online. Potter

Tuesday, September 21 marked the first
Bates College blood drive of the year in Chase
Hall lounge. Between their collection period
of 3 p.m. until 8 p.m.. Bates EMS and the Red
Cross had 108 registered donors and 35 walkin donors give blood. Although it fell shy of
this year’s goal of collecting 100 units of
blood, the drive did manage to hit 80 units by
the end of the night.
“The Red Cross was understaffed at this last
blood drive, and because of this there were
longer wait times than usual,” said Sam
Golden ’05, the Bates EMS liaison to the Red
Cross, and the student organizer. He contin¬
ued, “We think we definitely lost a good num¬
ber of people because of this long wait time.”
However, as Golden noted, Bates College
has never actually reached this goal of 100
units, but they hope to reach that goal in their
next blood drive, which is coming up in eight
weeks.
Bates EMS sponsors blood drives every
eight weeks to coincide with the “safe period”
needed by donors’ bodies to recover between
each donation of blood.
Golden stressed the extreme need for blood
in both Maine and across the country, especial¬
ly in places hard hit by the recent string of hur¬
ricanes, where the Red Cross has been unable
to collect blood.
“We were hoping for higher numbers in light
of the current situation around the US,” he
said. “There is a massive blood
shortage...Maine is currently at or below one
day supply of blood, [which means] that if a
situation were to occur in Maine, there might
not be enough blood to cover it,” he added.
Despite not reaching their blood collection
goals, the Bates EMS blood drive did experi¬
ence a high number of student volunteers.
Although the next drive is expected to have
many more Red Cross staffers on hand, the
Bates EMS organization could always use
more people to help out. Golden thanks all the
volunteers and donors who helped make this
first drive possible.

See TEXTBOOKS, p.7

Environmental Fair Teaches “Green” to Students
by ARIEL BURCH

NEWS WRITER
Last Wednesday night, dinner was held in the
Gray Cage instead of Commons. While many
student, headed straight for the buffet line,
those who stopped at any of the various tables
around the room learned about ways that Bates
endeavors to be environmentally friendly and
supportive of the local community.

This was the first annual Environmental Fair
sponsored by the Environmental Confederation
(EFJBD). Christine Schwartz, Director of
Dining Services, explained the goal of the fair
as, “to provide an opportunity for students, fac¬
ulty and staff to come together and share infor¬
mation about what we are already doing on
campus in terms of environmental initiatives.
The fair will provide learning opportunities that

support these initiatives, explore avenues in
which we can enhance or expand our efforts,
and solicit feedback from the campus commu¬
nity”.
Tables set up around the Gray Cage featured
different organizations on campus that sought
to raise awareness about environmental issues.
The event was organized, in large part, by din¬
ing services, so the emphasis was on environ¬
mentally sound dining. Dining services buys
produce from Maine farmers in order to help
the local economy, as well as organically grown
products that support fair trade. Green
Mountain coffee who has provided Bates’ cof¬
fee since 2002, set up a table and offered free
samples of its organically grown coffee. Green
Mountain is a large supporter of fair trade in
underdeveloped nations. Stonyfield Farm
yogurt also gave out samples of its organically

grown fruit smoothies.
The volunteer organization Lots to Gardens
was also present to describe its work. The
organization creates gardens in Lewiston, giv¬
ing people a source to go to for local food and
a stronger connection to the community.
The physical plant, College Store, and
Chaplain’s office all demonstrated their efforts
to help the environment and community by
using “green” materials and by supporting
community events. Student organizations also
used this venue as an opportunity to encourage
students to register to vote.
Overall, Wednesday’s brought many organi¬
zations together to raise awareness about a
number of issues important to the Bates com¬
munity. It reminded Bates of issues such as
environmental conservation, connection to the
local community and the importance of voting.

MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS

Alex Verhave/The Bates Student

The Environmental Coalition educated students at Thursday’s fair.

All you do is sell the Hawaiian Tropic Break 2005
Travel Program Represent an American Express
“Student Travel” Company Guaranteed Highest
Commission, Free Trips & Great for Resume Your pay
equals your efforts
American Student Vacations 800-336-2260
www.americanstudent.info
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News in Brief
nescac
NEW BRUNSWICK, Me. - On Friday,
Sept. 24, Maine PBS aired an episode of
MaineWatch in which Alex Cornell du Houx,
President of the Bowdoin College Democrats
and Alex Linhart, Chairman and CEO of the
Bowdoin College Republicans squared off.
The two were accompanied by Monique
Barrett, a local member of the League of Pissed
Off Voters.
Source: The Bowdoin Orient
MEDFORD, Ma. - The world’s first Tissue
Engineering Resource Center was recently
established at Tufts University through the help
of a $4 million National Institute of Health
grant. The Center will be used for stem cell
research, a topic of recent political controversy.
Source: The Tufts Daily

BATES
On Thursday, September 30 at 7:15pm, the
Consul General of Spain will speak on immi¬
gration and terrorism at Muskie Archives. This
event is put on by the Multicultural Center.

Heinz Has
Lunch With
Bates Students
HEINZ
Continued from p. 1
Maine, telling students, “being involved is the
most important thing.”
“I remember in 2000 issues like tax breaks
and healthcare didn’t do a lot to connect with
young people,” said Heinz. “35 percent of col¬
lege students say they will vote, but only 28
percent will actually get there.”
Heinz spent the hour from 12-1 p.m.
addressing a broad range of issues, from the
national unemployment rate, to the Iraq war, to
the importance and need for renewable energy
forms.
Heinz was highly critical of President Bush
and his administration’s policies, citing deci¬
sions such as the U.S. withdrawal from the
Kyoto Protocol and the International Criminal
Court as irresponsible and serving “self-inter¬
est” and said, “that’s just not the way to treat
people.”
Heinz broke down his comparison of the two
candidates with a much-used reference to mil¬
itary service.
“Which of these two guys is a better peace¬
maker?” asked Heinz. “John Kerry, who
fought in a war and came back to lead the peo¬
ple to fight for peace, or a guy who was a draftdodger?”
Heinz also discussed domestic issues such as
the rising costs of healthcare and education,
and talked about Kerry’s goals to combat these
problems, such as a plan to raise the poverty
barrier for children and a 4,000 dollar tax cred¬
it for college students.
His talk also touched on more personal
issues, as he talked about his father’s death in a
1991 plane crash, and the close relationship he
has formed with Kerry since he married Thersa
Heinz in 1995.
“I have a great relationship with my stepfa¬
ther,” Heinz said. “John earned my respect by
being a good listener and a good partner to my
mom.”
In a short question-and-answer segment,
Heinz talked to students about concerns rang¬
ing from U.S. relations with the Middle East to
John Kerry’s plan to help the environment.
Those present at the discussion had no doubt
come to talk politics, but there also seemed to
be another reason some showed up: to listen to
a man who has been named one of the coun¬
try’s “50 most eligible bachelors.”
A 66-year-old grandmother from Augusta
assured Heinz that she had come because she
wanted to support the Kerry/Edwards cam¬
paign, but admitted with a shy laugh, “I also

Hope House Sponsors
Baby Olympics
by ALI MORRIS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
On Saturday, Sept 25, a younger than usual
crowd gathered on the Bates campus to partic¬
ipate in the Hope House Baby Olympics. With
moms and dads yelling words of encourage¬
ment to a large group of rather confused look¬
ing babies, the event was a scene for anyone
passing by on campus. Sponsored by, and in
honor of, Hope House’s ten year anniversary in
Lewiston, Bates lent the library quad for the
morning in order to proceed with the celebra¬
tion.
Over 50 kids and parents convened in the
quad for the Baby Olympics at 9 a.m. and pre¬
pared themselves for the ten events that fol¬
lowed the opening ceremony. For the three to
six months age group, children were to partici¬
pate in the “Gerber Baby Smile” event (first
baby to smile for the judge wins), followed by
the “Batter Up” activity (babies are given three
minutes to bat at a toy, whichever baby hits the
toy the most in that interval wins). The six to
12 month-olds were given slightly more chal¬
lenging tasks such as a laughing and crawling
contest. The one and two year-olds competed
in the “Push Toy Marathon” and a “Toddler
Shot Put”, while the three year olds had a 25
foot dash and a “Chariot Race”. The last and
oldest division consisted of four and five year
olds, who competitively participated in an
obstacle course and a kickball contest.
While many students on campus may not
have heard of Hope House, those in the Bates
Christian Fellowship group are familiar with it.
Every Monday night, a group of volunteers
from the club head over to Hope House’s
College Street location to baby-sit kids of all
ages whose mothers take classes at that time.
These classes are used to teach single mothers
important skills for taking care of their child.
Some of the classes include information on
birth preparation, parenting skills, life skills,
single mothering, abuse recovery, health and

first aid and guidance for healthy relationships.
They also have a book and video library for
mothers to check out for free, as well as preg¬
nancy testing and midwifery care.
Many Bates Christian Fellowship volunteers
were at the Hope House event. Senior Russ
Laplante, a regular Bates volunteer, comment¬
ed on his experience. “I really enjoy volunteer¬
ing there. College campuses are missing a lot
of diversity in life that you should have—I miss
the energy of kids. It’s fun to go over there and
hang out in a different atmosphere.” Laplante
said of the Baby Olympics that “it took the kids
a lot of patience to do what they were called to
do. A lot of times the best incentive for them to
do an event was to tell them not to do it.”
As for the winners of each event, most were
unable to give their advice for future partici¬
pants. Four-month-old Patience Bowdoin won
the “Gerber Baby Smile” contest without any
preparation. In fact, her mother claims that
they were not even aware of what the events
were until they got there. Five-year-old
Macallah Night said that she had known about
her event since the beginning of the morning
and had been practicing for it in between con¬
tests. She said that her ball was “going to go
the farthest” during the kickball challenge.
Overall, the tenth anniversary celebration of
Hope House seemed to be a success. From the
bottle drive, where local Lewiston companies
raised money for the center, to the Baby
Olympics, the Hope House continues to grow.
In fact, people from around the state showed up
to the event on Saturday. When asked why he
decided to make the trip, Jon Hanna of Pittston,
Maine replied, “There aren’t too many places
you can go to get people to smile, even if they
might be babies.” With Hope House’s gener¬
ous ideas, that’s precisely what they’ve been
doing. For those interested in volunteering at
Hope House, contact Omar Maxwell, or meet
the group at 6:15 on Monday nights in the
reception area of Chase Hall.

Book Prices Rise
for ’04-’05 Year
TEXTBOOKS
Continued from p. 6
echoes this statistic by saying “I don’t get the
sense there is a ton of online buying.” Potter
stressed that the bookstore encourages compe¬
tition, and that they “support buying books
online.”
Students generally agree that the rising price
of textbooks is a problem. “I think it sucks,”
said Katherine Creswell ’05. Creswell does all
she can to curb the costs of texts at the start of
each semester.
“I try to get as many books as possible from
the library, unless it’s something that I really
want to keep or write in, like my books for
Shakespeare this semester,” Creswell said.
“Those are the only ones I bought because I
want to write in them.”
Erin Faulder ’08 said she thinks the book¬
store “should give us the textbook names earli¬
er so we can find alternate sources. I know you
can find better deals online if we were given a
bit more time.”
“I’ve never spent more than $150 on text¬
books,” said Creswell. “That’s mostly out of
protest; I don’t want to have to buy my books,
so I don’t,” she said.
According to Potter, the bottom-line comes
down to the faculty, as they are the people who
decide which books and editions will be
required for classes.
“Sometimes faculty members don’t think
about the price of books,” said Potter.
Potter, who has worked in the bookstore for
over 25 years, hopes to soon form a communi¬
ty focus group of students and bookstore lead¬
ership that will meet to discuss opinions
around textbook prices, course costs and
new/used issues, as well as what Bates can do
to help the situation.
“I don’t want it to be a gripe session, but
instead a help discussion,” Potter said. Potter
also reminds students that “[the students and
the bookstore] are all on the same team and
that we are committed to getting students the
cheapest books possible.”

Parking on Agenda for RA’s Second Meeting
BCSG discusses solutions to Merrill Parking and Communication with Abroad Students
by DAVID SCOTT
NEWS WRITER
The second meeting of the 2004 Bates
Student Representative Assembly (RA) was
held September 27, 2004.
The meeting was called to order just after 7
p.m., and shortly thereafter the minutes for the
day were ratified. The first order of business
was electing a new Publicity Committee. The
Publicity Committee is an RA electorate that
serves as a liaison between the RA and student
body during the academic year. If this recipro¬
cal committee operates correctly, students will
be well informed of all action that is taking
place within the RA. The seven member
Publicity Committee for the ’04-’05 academic
year consists of: Julie Otton ’08, Graham
Proud ’08, Greg Sousa ’08, James Bologna
’08, Ted Burnham ’05, Hannah Meyer ’07 and
Karissa Carey ’05.
After electing the Publicity Committee, the
remainder of the agenda included hearing
reports from the RA’s Executive Council,
Officers and Committees. Interested students
are being currently invited to apply for the
Student Advisory Committees to Bates
Security and the Bates Physical Plant. There
are three positions on the Security Committee,
and the Physical Plant Committee has yet to be
formally outlined. All interested students
should attend next week’s RA meeting, when
the Security and Physical Plant Committees
will be elected.
Beyond addressing these student commit¬
tees, the RA also discussed the issue of parking
permits. Jamil Zraikat ’04 assured the RA that
the allocation of parking will be addressed
over the next semester.
“A lot of people have a big problem with the
parking permits in Merrill,” Zraikat asserted,

but maintained that he was in no way involved productive.
with the parking problems in this lot.
The bill, RA 04-24, does not insist on any
“The parking situation did run much more specific action by the college and does not sug¬
smoothly this year than last.” Zraikat said. He gest that the college subscribe abroad students
also promised to initiate better communication to the full e-mail barrage that many encounter
with security, which is currently in charge of on campus. Instead, it requests that the deans
this parking allotment.
consider some way of giving off-campus stu¬
Just before the meeting was adjourned for dents a few updates on college affairs each
the evening, a new resolution was addressed semester.
titled, “To Allow
Communication
with
All
Students.” The
motivation
behind this reso¬
746 Center St
lution
stems
from the fact that
at present, Bates
employs a faulty,
almost non-exis¬
tent, communica¬
tion system with
Movie Times Effective Fri. 9/17 Through Thurs. 9/23
off-campus stu¬
Sky Captain & The World of Tomorrow 1:30, 4:20, 7:15, 9:25
dents. Therefore,
students who are
Mr. 3000 (PG13)_1:55, 4:30, 6:55, 9:05
currently
offWimbledon
(PG13)
2:00, 4:05, 7:00, 9:10
campus, such as
Garden State (R)
1:50, 4:10, 7:10
those abroad, are
cut out of the
Suspect Zero (R)
9:30
loop on Bates
Cellular
(PG13)
1:45, 4:15, 7:25, 9:30
affairs.
The
De-Lovely (PG)
1:35, 4:25
deans allege that
communication
Paparazzi (PG13)
7:20, 9:15
with the college
Napoleon Dynamite (PG)
1:45, 3:55, 6:50, 9:10
will hinder the
Princess Diaries 2: Royal Engagement (G) 1:40, 7:00
abroad experi¬
ence, but many
Village (PG13)
4:15, 9:35
students in the
Without a Paddle (PG13)
2:10, 4:35, 7:05, 9:20
RA felt that a
Exorcist:
The
Beginning
(R)
2:05,
7:15
small amount of
contact would be
Bourne Supremacy (PG13)
4:45, 9:40

AUBURN
746-8605
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The Student Sits Down With Chris Heinz
Bates Student: In the past few weeks, Laura
Bush has come to Lewiston, Bush was in
Bangor, Edwards was here yesterday, you were
here today and on Wednesday, the Bush twins
are purportedly coming. Why is Maine so
important?
Chris Heinz: Well, you know, at the end of
the day, the Republicans have a lot of resources
and I think they’ve actually done a pretty good
job of solidifying their base in some of the red
states. So it’s natural that they’re going to
spend more time being on the counter-attack.
And this was a close race in 2000 and we won
it and we'll win it again, but they’re trying to
take the battle to us. So that’s it. I mean look,
you remember that four delegates decided the
race in 2000, so a place like Maine can obvi¬
ously change the entire equation.
BS: For students, why would you say the
youth really needs to get involved? What issues
would you say are really going to affect us?
CH: There are just so many, but I think if
you’re at a school, tuition is a big issue for a
young person, issues of war and peace should
concern you and probably do because you
probably have a friend or loved one who’s in
harm’s way and you probably have an opinion
about it one way or another. I think the envi¬
ronment and the deficit are issues people
should be interested in, in the long term and in
the short term, about job creation and their abil¬
ity to sort of live out their dreams when they get
out of school or if they’re out of school, to
make a living. It’s going be our environment,
obviously, in the long-term and it’ll be our
deficit, not George Bush’s. Sort of like the guy
who buys you a beer and leaves you with the

Alex Verhave/The Bates Student

Bates Student Managing Editor Niraj Chokshi talks with Chris Heinz.
tab.
BS: On that note, especially at this campus,
there’s a lot of concern about the environment,
locally and nationally. And there’s a lot of con¬
cern about jobs, especially locally. A lot of kids
don’t have to deal with it, but they hear a lot
about it from Lewiston and Auburn - a lot of
mill workers who have lost their jobs recently.
In those terms, how would you say Kerry dif¬
fers from Bush?
CH: I worked in small business before I did
this and the problem with why we’re not having

good job creation is because American workers
are suffering on a competitive basis with work¬
ers from the rest of the world. All we really
have American workers doing is high-tech and
high-value jobs and local service jobs, which
can’t be outsourced. We have to figure out a
way to have American workers be globally
competitive, and that is the centerpiece of our
economic message - which is why we’re going
to lower the healthcare costs for individuals
that make workers more competitive to hire.
We’re going to remove the payroll tax for new

hires for the next two years, we’re going to end
subsidies for companies that are shipping jobs
overseas, which we currently have and we’re
going to support companies that hire. That’s
what we need to do. At the end of the day, you
can’t make a company hire American workers,
if an American worker costs $10 an hour and
someone else costs $5 an hour, all things being
equal, people are going to continue to make hir¬
ing decisions based on that cost structure.
What we need to do is bring down the cost
structure for American workers and conversely
enforce our labor agreements that say there’s a
lot of promises... that there will be an environ¬
mental responsibility on the other side, that
there will be a baseline of human rights and
health care. And if we don’t hold our competi¬
tors to that and they’re not executing on that,
then we can never compete. So we want to
make American workers competitive. We’re
not trying to subsidize industry like they’re try¬
ing to do on the right.
BS: On a lighter note, what’s your favorite
beer?
CH: I think Bud.
BS: Bud light or just Bud?
CH: I hate Bud light.
BS: Do you have a favorite drinking game?
CH: Yes... it’s a version of beer pong... I
don’t play it as much now. I play it with a
smaller triangle... but you know which one I’m
talking about where you actually throw it and
it’s a triangle of beer. What? Beirut, is what it’s
called. Some people call it Beirut, other people
call it beer pong.
BS: Thank you.
CH: Thanks very much.

President Bush Discusses Economy in Bangor
BUSH

Continued from p. 1
Republicans, in his address. “We are the ones
who will win this state for President Bush.”
Shortly after disembarking from Air Force
One, Bush took the stage, where he was greet¬
ed by enthusiastic cheers of an audience prima¬
rily comprised of Bush supporters and undecid¬
ed voters. (Non-supporters were not permitted
to enter the rally.) Dressed casually in a blue
oxford with rolled-up sleeves, the President
began his speech by stating simply, “I believe
you’ve got to get out amongst the people and
ask for the vote, and tell them why you’re run¬
ning. That’s what I’m here to do today.”
“I am running for President with a clear and
positive plan to build a safer world and a more
hopeful America,” Bush said. As part of his
compassionate conservative platform, Bush
promised the audience continued healthcare
reforms, a simplified tax code and less federal
spending.
Speaking on America’s economy, the
President touted the low national unemploy¬
ment rate of 5.4 percent. He also pointed out
that the unemployment rate in Maine is 4.5
percent, even lower than the national average.
“The economy’s strong, it is getting stronger,
and we’re not going to turn back,” the
President said. The economy is a major con¬

cern of voters in Maine, a state that lost 17,800
manufacturing jobs between July 2000 and
August 2003.
Bush also underscored the importance of
continuing to strengthen the American educa¬
tion system.
“We once had a practice in this country
where in some public schools kids were just
shuffled through grade after grade, year after
year, without learning the basics...We need to
raise the standards.”
Five times during his speech, the President
was interrupted when the audience erupted into
passionate chants of, “Four more years! Four
more years!”
After speaking on his domestic achieve¬
ments, President Bush then turned to the war in
Iraq, the most hotly debated topic of this year’s
election. The President emphasized the impor¬
tance of continuing, “not to wilt or waver, or
send mixed messages to the enemy.” The mes¬
sage seemed to resonate with the audience,
many of whom were veterans or had relatives
overseas.
“We’re defending the homeland; we’re trans¬
forming our military; we’re strengthening our
intelligence services,” Bush explained. “We are
striking the terrorists abroad so we do not have
to face them here at home.”
Bush finished his speech with a description
of his experiences on September 11.

“A guy grabbed me by the arm. He looked
me straight in the eye and said, ‘You do not let
me down.’ Ever since that day, I wake up trying
to figure out how best to protect our country. I
will defend the security of America, whatever it
takes.”
Overall, audience members were receptive to
the President’s message.
“President Bush holds the same values and
ideas as I do,” said rally attendee and Bush sup¬
porter Matjorie Scott of Kennebunkport after
the speech. “I agree with what he’s doing for
the war on terrorism.”
But as President Bush waded through the
crowd to shake the hands of his supporters, the
real drama of the event began to unfold just
outside the patriotically decorated hangar.
There, Bush protesters and supporters clashed
as the rally attendees spilled out onto the access
road outside the venue.
Chants of “four more years, four more years”
were rebutted by protesters’ calls for Bush’s
removal from office.
“Bush is an extraordinarily untrustworthy
man, and he has no moral compass whatsoev¬
er,” said Lacey Smith, a protester from
Southern Maine.
Will Armstrong ’07, along with several other
members of the Bates community, also protest¬
ed the President’s visit.
“There are uncountable examples of Bush’s

mania to decide lives that are not his own, and
he needs to be stopped, plain and simple,”
Armstrong said. “If he is reelected, any sem¬
blance of civil rights we have left will disap¬
pear.”
Not everyone agreed.
“Which one of your kids is away fighting in
Iraq?” a Bush supporter asked a protester hold¬
ing a placard that read “no blood for oil”.
“Freedom ain’t free, kid.”
The attendees’ conflicting views are indica¬
tive of the highly polarized political climate in
Maine, a state whose unusual voting system
makes it a crucial battleground state during this
year’s presidential race. Maine is among two
states (Nebraska is the other) that split their
electoral votes. The winner of the statewide
popular vote gets two electoral votes, and the
winner in each of Maine’s two congressional
districts receives one. A 3-to-l split is possible
here in Maine, a state Bush lost to candidate A1
Gore in 2000 by a margin of just 5.1 percent.
Thus, if there is one issue on which both
Democrats and Republicans can agree in a race
this close, it’s the importance of getting voters
registered and to the polls. As the President
himself put it, “...Register your friends and
neighbors. I’d like for you to remind people in
the community in which you live, we have a
responsibility in a free society to go to the
polls.”

Edwards Discusses Iraq War in Lewiston Armory
EDWARDS
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United States’ national security to anyone,
including the Chinese,” said Edwards.
The vice-presidential candidate addressed a
new commercial released by “Friends of
George W. Bush,” the morning of the speech.
“The ad has a pictures of Osama binLaden, and then it says ‘John Kerry will not
protect you from terrorism,’” said Edwards.
He went on to say, “when John Kerry is pres¬
ident, we will find these terrorists, we will
find where they are and we will stop them
from harming the American people.”
Edwards called the recent ads concerning
the war on terrorism and the response to 9/11

as, “an attempt to exploit one of the worst
tragedies in American history.” Edwards
labeled Iraq as “a haven for terrorists.”
The Kerry-Edwards’ plan for the war on
Iraq is to create a coalition force now, in order
to relieve the burden from the United States.
“We need to bring others into the reconstruc¬
tion process so it’s not just Halliburton,” said
Edwards, “We should return to the proud tra¬
dition of the United States leading strong
alliances, relieving the burden from our chil¬
dren and our tax payers.”
Edwards moved on to the question-andanswer session where he addressed a broader
range of issues, including the economy.
“We’ve lost two million manufacturing jobs,
and the jobs we’ve gained back pay nine to ten
thousand dollars less. Bush says outsourcing

is good for the economy. I’ll tell you what’s
good for the economy: outsourcing George W.
Bush,” said Edwards,
“He [Bush] has fought for more tax cuts for
companies going abroad. If they were to build
a company in Maine or China, if they go to
China they get a bigger tax break,” said
Edwards.
Edwards attacked the Bush administrations
environmental policies, specifically those
dealing with air pollutants. “We in the senate
said, ‘let’s at least let the National Institute of
Health (NIH) look at it to see if it’d hurt any¬
one’ and they refused because they knew what
the NIH would say, and they knew the energy
industry liked them,” said Edwards.
On education, Edwards highlighted the need
for more after-school programs for children in

inner-city schools. “George W. Bush has
taken 500,000 children out of after-school
programs. We ought to be putting more kids
in these programs to keep them safe and off
the streets,” said Edwards, “Washington is
telling local schools what to do and not giving
them the money to do it.”
“The quality of a child’s education should
never be controlled by where they live or the
affluence of where they live,” said Edwards.
Edwards closed by saying, “When John
Kerry is president of the United States there
will be no draft, and we’re going to get rid of
the back-door draft with the National Guard,”
said Edwards, “This country requires a presi¬
dent who has a vision of where we need to go
and the strength and conviction to get us
there.”
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Arts & Entertainment

“Fahrenheit” Bashes Bush Administration
In his latest documentary, Moore disparages the present administration and
discusses how Bush ultimately profited from the 9/11 attacks
by

MEGAN RICHARDSON

7L & Esoteric Keep New
England at the Top of
the Underground

MANAGING ARTS EDITOR
Michael Moore’s “Fahrenheit 9/11” is unlike
any other movie I’ve ever seen. The documen¬
tary, which attempts to reveal shady relation¬
ships between terrorist groups and the Bush
administration while trying to undermine Bush
and his friends, runs just over two hours, dur¬
ing which time one is likely to experience a
wide variety of emotions, ranging from anger
to sadness and to supreme irritation. Some
parts are funny, some are horrifying and others
might make you cry. It all hits close to home.
“Fahrenheit” starts with a series of scenes
that serve to make Bush look stupid. Selective
editing gives us many shots of our President
“on vacation,” apparently not doing anything
that actually deals with running a country. The
film quickly moves on to the 9/11 attacks, with
heart-wrenching shots of citizens looking up at
what could only be the twin towers and burst¬
ing into tears. It’s a powerful reminder about
what happened on that day.
Moore points a finger at the Bush adminis¬
tration for not putting much - or any - stock in
reports that came prior to 9/11 that warned of a

Matt Heffernan
Music Columnist

Telly starts to notice that evidence of the past
existence of her son is disappearing. Close
members of her family also start to deny the
existence of her son, including her husband
and psychiatrist, who claim that she suffers
from paramnesia, a state where one confuses
fantasy with reality. Her husband explains she
never recovered from the shock of her son’s
stillbirth and created memories filled with a
healthy son to compensate.
Questioning her memories and wondering if
she is becoming insane, Telly turns to Ash
Correll (Dominic West), who lost a daughter in
the same plane crash as her son. He also denies
he had a daughter, but once Telly starts jogging
his memory, the love and happiness he shared
with his daughter rushes back. With his new¬
found memory, he aids Telly in a search for the
truth (“X-Files,” anyone?) in an effort to find

New York has always represented the East
Coast in music, among other things. In the under¬
ground Hip-Hop movement that has been sweep¬
ing the country during the past decade, you hear a
lot about New York, L.A., Minnesota, and a lot of
artists from down South. 7L & Esoteric are back
with their new release DC2: Bars of Death to
remind the world that New England has a vibrant
hip-hop scene of its own.
7L and Esoteric came together in Boston in
1992 and for over a decade have remained one of
the best duos in hip-hop. They bring a style that
moves from militant wit to egocentric word play.
7L was recently voted “Best DJ in Boston” for the
second year in a row in the Boston Phoenix
Readers Choice Poll. Esoteric, the MC of the
group, has consistently been one of the most inno¬
vative and intelligent writers in the business. As
always, his talent with the art of the one-liner is
showcased on DC2: Bars of Death. Who else can
bring you lines like, “E-S I’m back in the
verse/cracking the earth/lyrics lift your spirit like
jackin’ the hearse... shady like a cash-filled suit
case/ $#%>@ y’all leaves my mouth quicker than
the taste of toothpaste,” and “Out late night you
might think this s@#$ is great/till you get shot in
the dark like the Paris Hilton tape.”
There is a very extended representation of New
England hip-hop on DC2: Bars of Death. There
are appearances from the DemiGodz, Jedi Mind
Tracks and Army of the Pharaohs. Not to mention
artists like J-Zone, Uno the Prophet, Lord Digga,
Main Flow & K.T. But it isn’t just the cast on
DC2: Bars of Death that makes it New England.
There are more references to baseball on this one
album than in every other album released in hiphop this year. In their track “Ring Music,”
Esoteric references Drew Bledsoe in the huddle,
Ted Williams’ cool head, Howard Dean shouting,
and the big stick of Babe Ruth.
The diversity of themes on this album is one of

See FORGOTTEN, p.ll

See 7L & ESOTERIC, p.ll
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Moore’s “Fahrenheit 9/11” was the surprise pick for the Palme d’Or prize at
the 57th Cannes Film Festival.

See 9/11, p.ll

“THE FORGOTTEN” DESERVES TO BE FORGOTTEN
by

JENNIFER LEE

ARTS SECTION EDITOR
“What if you were told that every moment
you experienced and every memory you held
dear never happened?” - Tagline for “The
Forgotten”
For its own good, “The Forgotten” should
do exactly that — stay forgotten. Anyone who
has enjoyed watching psychological thrillers
dealing with memory - such as “Memento” probably developed an instant attraction
toward this movie, which star Julianne Moore
(“Far From Heaven,” “The Hours”), Gary
Sinise (“CSI: New York,” “Forrest Gump”),
Dominic West (“Mona Lisa Smile”), Linus
Roache (“The Chronicles of Riddick”) and
Anthony Edwards (“ER”). The movie holds
much promise, but in the end, the movie looks

like a ripoff of “The X-Files.” Nothing in the
movie is worth remembering, not even the per¬
formance of Oscar nominee Julianne Moore.
This psychological thriller ends up being a
cheap sci-fi flick that lacks a suitable and sat¬
isfactory explanation, and left me dissatisfied
and somewhat amused at the oddity of the
movie.
Julianne Moore is Telly Paretta, a woman
devastated over her son’s death in a plane
crash 14 months ago. She finds solace in her
grief by going over the remains of her son’s
belongings, photo albums and video record¬
ings regularly. Her psychiatrist, Dr. Munce
(Gary Sinise), guides her through the gradual
process of overcoming her grief and keeps
track of her relationship with her now
estranged husband Jim Paretta (Anthony
Edwards). After checking a family picture that
once showed all three members of the family,

Television is Dead: D’oh!
by

DAN COHEN

ARTS WRITER
The glory days of the classic television char¬
acters such as Cosmo Kramer (“Seinfeld”) and
Cliff Clavin (“Cheers”) are long gone. Instead
of watching Kramer try to live in his shower,
we now watch a bunch of people sit around in
a house eating peanut butter in “Big Brother.”
I ask you, what is more entertaining? Reality
television has put the classic sitcom on life sup¬
port, and quality sitcoms may never come back.
As more and more new reality shows come
onto the scene every fall, more and more new
sitcoms fail or die out. Reality television is so
easy to do because writers do not have to write
scripts and studios do not have to pay actors.
All they need are a few hopeless, desperate, or
narcissistic saps who think they can become
big stars by eating ants on an island.
It’s not all Mark Burnett and Donald Trump’s
fault. The real issue with TV is that the creative
edge of the writers has vanished. Writers have
simply thrown in the towel. Some of the new
sitcoms and dramas coming out make “Saved
by the Bell” look like Shakespeare. Not only
that, but the writers are so pitiful that they have
put out more spin-offs than ever—including
“Joey,” “CSI: New York,” and of course the
numerous versions of “Law and Order.” The
crime dramas are admittedly better than the sit¬
coms, but the fact that every show has multiple

versions (one for every city or every unit in the
police department) suggests just how lazy and
unimaginative TV writing has become. The
only show television has going for it right now
is “The Simpsons,” which will never die.
Beyond the antics of Homer and Bart, it’s a
pool of mediocrity, which includes “Everybody
Loves Raymond,” “Malcolm in the Middle”
and “Arrested Development” These shows are
okay, but they will never compete with the real¬
ity television juggernauts or live up to the gold¬
en days of “Seinfeld, ” “Cheers” and
“Married...with Children.”
Why is reality television such a monster?
Why is everyone so captivated by these idiots
and clowns who parade themselves foolishly in
front of a national audience? If you disagree
with that statement, just look at Richard Hatch
from “Survivor,” running around on the beach
naked; he’s embarrassing himself and his fam¬
ily.
One reason people love reality television is
because America loves to watch on-screen
romance. Why do we care about two people we
will never meet, and what happens to them?
Are we really so jealous of their 49 minutes of
weekly excitement? At least with sitcoms, we
know its fiction, and it’s funny. With reality
TV, all the backstabbing and dreamy love
affairs are still artificial, but not very funny or
See TELEVISION, p.10

At Bates and in the Area
Thursday. Sept. 30
- 8:00 p.m., Colby College: Ben
Folds concert. Tickets are available
for sale in the Student Activities
Office.
- 9:00 p.m., the Silo: Christopher
Jak and Kacy Crowley perform as
part of the Village Club Series.

- 6:00 a.m., free bus trip to Dead
River for whitewater rafting leaves
from Chase.
- 7:00 p.m., Olin 104: “Shrek 2” is
playing. Admission is $1.
-8:00 p.m., The Public Theatre:
“The Woman in Black” is playing.
Tickets are available for half price
in the Student Activities office.

Friday. Oct. I
- 7:00 p.m., Olin 104: “Shrek 2” is
playing. Admission is $1.
-8:00 p.m., The Public Theatre:
“The Woman in Black” is playing.
Tickets are available for half price
in the Student Activities office.
- 9:00 p.m., the Silo: comedian Tim
Young performs as part of the
Chase Hall Committee’s fall come¬
dy series.
- 9:30 p.m., Olin 104: “Shrek 2” is
playing. Admission is $1.

Saturday. Oct, 2

- 9:30 p.m., Olin 104: “Shrek 2” is
playing. Admission is $1.
- 10:00 p.m., the Silo: Women’s
Rugby “NY, NY” Dance.

Sunday. Oct. 3
- 2:00 p.m., Olin 104: “Shrek 2” is
playing. Admission is $1.
-2:00 p.m., The Public Theatre:
“The Woman in Black” is playing.
Tickets are available for half price
in the Student Activities office.
- 4:30 p.m., Olin 104: “Shrek 2” is
playing. Admission is $1.
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G. LOVE FINDS LYRICAL NICHE
Bernie Herlyn
Music Columnist

Ever since he declared, “I like cold bever¬
age, yea” and told us to “stick it in the fridge,”
G. Love has been teetering on the brink of
national stardom. G. Love and Special Sauce
released high-caliber albums since their 1994
self-titled debut. Known for his unique blend
of folk, blues, rock, rap-style vocals and
everything in-between, G. Love has never
been put in a niche. He challenges himself by
making each album a transformation of his
image, shifting his focus from folk to blues to
rap and finally to rock. His last two offerings,
“Philadelphonic” and “Electric Mile,” have
led G. Love to explore the Philly soul sound
of his native city and a funkier version of the
classic blues of the south. On “The Hustle,”
he goes one step further to deliver his loudest,
most rocking album, which is still tame to say
the least.
When the opening track “Astronaut” starts
with heavily distorted guitar and vocals, it is
evident that G. Love has once again decided
to confuse record stores on where to stock his
album. The jangly pop and upbeat swing of
the song is a surprising departure from his
usually more restrained sound; he is not
known for “rocking out.”
“Don’t Drop It” finds G. Love in more
familiar territory, laying a smooth, keyboard-fueled groove over his trademark rap¬
ping/singing vocals. “Love” sounds like
“Wildflowers” era Tom Petty with a hint of
sunny California, which is not surprising
given one of the album’s producers. G. Love
recently joined singer-songwriter Jack
Johnson’s Brushfire label, which gives valu¬

able insight into G. Love’s new sound. While
certainly not as reserved as Johnson’s music,
G. Love’s new batch of songs certainly evokes
the surf and sun of Johnson’s home base.
Reggae is a genre that G. Love explored on
the superb track “Unified,” from “The Electric
Mile.” His newest experiment, “Give It to
You,” receives help from Johnson on vocals,
and G. Love tries his best to imitate the
singing style of some of reggae’s pioneers,
only to fall flat.
G. Love plays up his folk side on the Bob
Dylan-esque “Lovin’ Me” and lays a heavy
bassline on “Waiting,” showcasing his much
improved chops since his debut ten years ago.
“Back of the Bus” is an upbeat number remi¬
niscing about his days as a kid in grade
school. Rarely has G. Love sounded so at
ease with himself, or so optimistic. Only
“Stone Me,” in which he painfully reflects on
his music career. It is as if he has lost much
of the emotional baggage that weighed him
down in the past, an anomaly in the
oft-somber mood of the music world since the
September 11 tragedies.
Although he has frequently shown that
there is an upbeat side to him, his restrained
instrumentals on previous albums hinted at
something going on beneath the surface.
“The Hustle,” then, becomes even more
intriguing as G. Love seems to have found
his lyrical niche, and his grooves are more
uplifting and louder than ever before. It is
all still one scatterbrained mess, but for
those familiar with G. Love’s eclectic style
or even Beck, one would not expect any¬
thing less. On “The Hustle,” G. Love
proves that he continues to grow as a musi¬
cian and finally feels comfortable in his own
skin. While his new label was undoubtedly
influential to his new sound, he has nonethe¬
less produced an album that will excite the
uninitiated while still pleasing longtime fans
and even the “Cold Beverage” crowd.

“Grave of the Fireflies” Takes
Unique Perspective on War
by JENNIFER LEE

ARTS SECTION EDITOR
“September 21, 1945. That was the night I
died.” - Seita, “Grave of the Fireflies”
“Grave of the Fireflies,” or “Hotaru no
Haka,” is a riveting story set into animation that
takes a glimpse into the ravages of World War
II through the eyes of two unlikely characters:
14—year-old Seita and 4-year-old Setsuko.
Unlike other war movies, like “Saving Private
Ryan” and “Black Hawk Down,” “Grave of the
Fireflies” takes the perspective of two young
civilians who battle desperation, hunger, grief
and ultimately death during the last stages of
World War II in Kobe, Japan. Based on an auto¬
biography by Akiyuki Nosaka, “Grave of the
Fireflies” is certain to move most audiences to
tears as they watch these two children struggle
while their needs are ignored by their own peo¬
ple.
The movie wastes no time in telling the
plight of these children; from the beginning of
the movie, it is learned that both children die.
The spirits of these children then visit their past
and review the events that led to their death.
In the midst of an air raid, Seita sends his
mother ahead to a shelter while he prepares to
leave with his sister, Setsuko. Although Seita
and Setsuko manage to escape the bombings,
their mother does not. After her death, Seita is
left with the responsibility of taking care of his
little sister until he sees his father again, who
works in the navy.
Seita first turns to his aunt for help, who
takes them in graciously, but upon hearing
about his mother’s death, she becomes cold and

starts treating them like common visitors. She
gives them smaller portions of food that are of
lower quality compared to what she gives her
daughter and another lodger because Seita can¬
not find opportunities to serve his country. At
one point, she says, “You think a lazy slug like
you deserves the same as people who work for
our nation? Seita, you’re old enough to know
everyone has to cooperate. You keep saying
you want rice, but do you earn it? No, you
absolutely do not!”
Fed up with his aunt’s unfair treatment, Seita
and Setsuko find an unused shelter to live in
and to fend for themselves. As Seita runs out of
money, and rations on food become stricter,
Seita finds it more difficult to acquire any form
of nutrition for his sister who is slowly dying
from malnutrition.
This anti-war film is heartbreaking to watch,
as Seita vigilantly racks his head to acquire
food that he cannot afford for his sister. He tries
to bear the burden of his mother’s death by
himself and tries to hide the harsh realities of
war from his sister by entertaining her with
dragonflies, taking her out to the beach and
promising to teach her how to swim when the
war is over. This film gives a unique perspec¬
tive on war and pushes audiences to think about
the victims of war who are often ignored: inno¬
cent and young civilians thrown in the middle
of a war simply because their home is a battle¬
field. The core of this story might best be sum¬
marized when Setsuko asks her brother, “Why
do fireflies die so young?” Indeed, why must
any person die so young?
Although this film is animated, the movie
See FIREFLIES, p. 13

TV Sitcoms Need More Creativity
TELEVISION
Continued from p. 9
dramatic. I prefer the clever, scripted antics of
the classic romance between Lisa Simpson and
Ralph Wiggum, where Ralph poses a very
important question to Lisa: “So... do you like
stuff?” This is more interesting than the same
generic people we see on reality television.
Ralph Wiggum may be an idiot, but he is more
likable than any reality puppet on television.
It seems as though the studios are making
one last ditch effort to save the sitcom, with the
long awaited return of “Family Guy” and a new
show with Jason Alexander. But as long as
writers keep putting out unoriginal shows like
“The OC” and spin-offs like “Joey,” the sitcom
will not likely return to its former glory. Every

year, studios put out classic sitcoms on DVD,
and to me, this is a true sign that the sitcom is
deceased. Looking at these boxed sets is like
looking at an old family album of relatives who
have passed away. What television needs is the
second coming of Jerry Seinfeld; who’s going
to step up, if anyone? Years from now, when
reality television ends, no one will remember
any of the cast members, but everyone will
remember Homer Simpson. In fact, without
looking it up, I bet no one could name all of the
original cast members from the very first
Survivor, the reality show that started it all. All
that reality television fans will have to console
them are a few catch phrases like “You’re
Fired” and “The tribe has spoken,” but I will
always prefer the simple words of Cosmo
Kramer: “Giddy Up.”

Channell4.com

Seita and Setsuko frantically look for an escape route as Americans air
bomb their home town.

Editor’s Movie Pick of the Week:
“American Beauty” (1999)
A Sam Mendes Film
With Kevin Spacey, Annette Bening, Thora Birch, Wes Bentley, Mena Suvari and Chris Cooper.
The Plot:
A middle-aged man (Spacey) becomes painfully aware of how meaningless his life is, and after losing his job, decides he
can find happiness working at a burger joint, smoking lots of weed and fantasizing about his daughter’s (Thora Birch) best
friend (Mena Suvari). Meanwhile, his wife (Bening) indulges in an affair while his daughter finds love with a quirky neigh¬
bor (Bentley), whose homophobic father (Cooper) is severely strict and mildly insane.
The Lowdown:
At times hysterical, at others gut-wrenching, this film is well-written, beautifully shot and superbly cast. Spacey, who won
Best Supporting Actor for his role, is likeable despite the fact that he’s sort of a lecherous old man. The film gives a realistic
view of America, and you’ll be surprised at which characters earn the most sympathy by the end. If you haven’t seen this
modem classic yet, you’re missing out.
Quotations:
Lester Burnham (Spacey): “I’m just an ordinary guy with nothing to lose.”
Angela Hayes (Suvari): “There’s nothing worse in life than being ordinary.”
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"FORGOTTEN” NEEDS “DC2”: A NEW ENGLAND
TO ELABORATE PLOT RAP REPRESENTATION
FORGOTTEN
Continued from p. 9

7L & ESOTERIC
Continued from p. 9

their missing children. Along the way, they
encounter paranormal experiences that sound
vaguely familiar to Fox Mulder’s obsession
with abductions in “The X-Files.”
This movie is not only silly, ridiculous and
lame, but it is also confusing. Some scenes are
unnecessary, entirely random and do not
enhance the story’s plot. For one thing, the
FBI suddenly gets involved in Telly’s case,
which goes unexplained. There is the mystery
man, dubbed as “The Friendly Man,” who
makes short, random appearances throughout
the film. His origin is not made tirely clear,
and he is a confusing character. There are ran¬
dom spurts of action that look as 'r the screen¬
writer was desperate to add in some elements
of action. These random spurts of action took
the audience by surprise and, consequently,
caused them to burst out laughing. Dominic
West’s portrayal of Ash Correll is successful in
that he comes off as being an irritating, imma¬
ture and temperamental person. His actions
seemed childish and over-excessive at times,
igniting another round of laughter from the
audience. Julianne Moore performs her role
well, but the fact that she plays a paranoid and
unstable character in a poorly developed story
fails to make her performance memorable.
“The Forgotten” is produced by Best Picture
Academy Award winners Bruce Cohen and
Dan Jinks (“American Beauty”). Screenwriter
Gerald DiPego got his idea for the movie
through a dream, where one member in a fam¬
ily photograph gradually fades and disappears.
Too bad plot production doesn’t seem to be
one of his assets. The film is directed by
Joseph Ruben, who also directed the hit
thriller “Sleeping with the Enemy.” If you
haven’t figured out how bad this movie is
from my review, then let me say it here and
now: This movie is uncreative, trite, irrational
and above all, confusing. Save your money
and skip out on this one.

its strengths. 7L varies his signature mix of sam¬
ples and production to bring you harsh, fast, fight
music tracks and smooth, chill head-nodding
tracks. All of this is worked together skillfully
without a glitch at the seams and everything
showcases the talents of Esoteric.
Esoteric’s lyrical content on this album is even
more diverse than what you would expect. He
gives you the usual boast tracks like
“Murder-Death-Kill” featuring Celph Titled and
“Rogue Nation.” He can also bring you the intro¬
spective in his autobiographical song “Rise of the
Rebel.” Then there is a track like “Loud & Clear”
which doubles as a diss track and a political state¬
ment.
The most ambitious track on the album is
‘Touchy Subject” featuring Uno the Prophet
which deals with the question of race in hip-hop.
This song tackles this issue in a way that many
artists would be afraid of. Uno the Prophet starts
off with his explanation of how white people have
adopted and mined all the forms of music that the
black community has created. The next verse is
Esoteric who argues that if you live the life and
show respect to the innovators who came before
you, hip-hop can legitimately be your life whether
you are Black and Latino like those who started or
White and Asian like those who came to it later.
The final verse is Uno the Prophet responding to
Esoteric and voicing his same criticisms from the
first verse. The best part of this track is that there
is no final message. The two MCs do not agree.
The listener is left without a moral at the end.
Both opinions have been given and argued and
responded to. Think what you will.
7L has all of the talents of Rick Rueben with
a Boston flair while Esoteric has always had the
style of a young Jay-Z. DC2: Bars of Death is a
great album that wraps up in a nutshell what this
branch of the New England hip-hop scene is
about. If you are a Boston fan this album is for
you. If you aren’t familiar with this style and
this scene you really should check out some-

“Grave” Depicts Anti-War Sentiment
FIREFLIES
Continued from p. 10

VILLAGE CLUB SERIES
Speechwriters LLC
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Speechwriters LLC.
by KRISTEN JOHNSON AND
JAMES KENLY
CONTRIBUTING ARTS WRITERS
Speechwriters LLC came to Bates all
the way from Claremont, C A for the week¬
ly Village Club Series and a full house in
the silo thanked them. Speechwriters LLC
is an acoustic group with plenty of charm
and lyrics that hold an audience through¬
out the set. Currently, the duo, Dave
Lowensohn and Misha Chellam, is touring
to promote their new album, “The Bull
Moose After Party,” a fun mix of their best
songs with new sounds that are sure to
please.
This group began as a small coffeehouse
act, but has grown into a huge under¬
ground phenomenon. This was the group’s
third and a half time at Bates and they
have a growing fan base here. On their last
visit in the spring Dave came without
Misha, who was finishing his degree from
Pomona, but the pair were prepared for
Thursday’s show.
The LLC’s banter between songs pro¬
vided a little improv comedy. The joke
about an atom being positive that he lost
his negative ion was received well, despite
the long pause for the non-chemistry

terms with these feelings by writing about this
period of his life. During a 1987 interview, he
says, “Honestly speaking, there was... relief
does not try to limit the gruesome realities of that [my sister] died, and my burden was gone.
No one would wake me up in the night like she
war. Granted, wounds, starvation symptoms
and death depicted in the film are a bit limited,
did with her crying, and I wouldn’t have to
9/11
wander around with a child on my back any¬
but enough is shown to leave to the imagination
Continued from p. 9
more. I’m very sorry to say this about my sis¬
what it would look like in real life. Leaving the
ter, but I did have those feelings too... There are
gruesome qualities of war to animation pre¬
planned attack on the twin towers. He illus¬
vents audiences from being distracted by these
many things that I just couldn’t get myself to
trates how the Bush family ultimately profited
write into the story. During composition, the
images and allows them to concentrate on the
from the attacks, due to its involvement with
heart of the story.
older brother got increasingly transformed into
the security corporation that raked in money
a better human being. I was trying to compen¬
Akiyuki Nosaka, the autobiographer upon
sate for everything I couldn’t do myself. I
after 9/11. He also makes connections between
whom this movie is based, was racked with
always thought I wanted to perform these gen¬
the Bin Ladens and the Bush administration,
guilt after his sister’s death and tried to come to
things that cause one to question just what was
erous acts in
going on.
my head, but I
The majority of the film is not about 9/11,
couldn’t do so.
however. Most of the documentary covers the
I
always
“War on Terror” and the goings-on in Iraq.
thought
I
Disturbing images of dead babies and mutilat¬
wouldn’t eat
ed children, American soldiers burned and
and
would
beheaded, and disheartened soldiers question¬
give the food
ing what they are fighting for parade across the
to my little sis¬
screen and trigger both tear ducts and gag
ter, but when I
actually had j reflexes. It’s over the top, in your face, and dis¬
gusting. Revealing the plight of civilian victims
the piece of
is a powerful way to show the consequences of
food in my
the war and to make us question our methods of
hand, I was
Movie Times Effective Fri. 10/1 Through Thurs. 10/7
attack. Coupled with Moore pointing out that
hungry after
Iraq never attacked or threatened to attack the
all, so I’d eat
United States prior to our invasion, these
it. And there
Sky Captain & The World of Tomorrow 1:05, 3:55, 7:00, 9:15
images are enough to make one furious.
was nothing
Mr. 3000 (PG13)
1:35, 4:10, 7:05, 9:20
The uniting factor that is found throughout
like the deli¬
Ladder 49(PG13)
1:20, 4:00, 7:00, 9:30
the entire film is money. Moore makes numer¬
ciousness of
ous connections that implicate money as the
eating in a sit¬
Resident Evil: Apocalypse (R)
5:10, 7:25, 9:40
reason behind it all: the 9/11 attacks, the war,
uation
like
Hero (PG13)
1:15, 3:45, 7:20, 9:25
everyone that Bush knows. He shows poor
that. And the
Cellular (PG13)
1:30, 3:50, 7:10, 9:10
families whose children fight in the war, and he
pain that fol¬
asks why low-income families in America
lowed
was
just
Without A Paddle (PG13)
1:20, 4:00, 7:15, 9:20
fight to keep it the way it is. He makes some
as big. I’d
Super Babies: Baby Geniuses 2 (PG) 1:10, 3:10
good points, and it is impossible to leave the
think there is
First Daughter (PG)
1:10, 4:05, 7:15,9:25
film without doubting the system, if only for a
no one more
moment.
hopeless in the
Shark Tale (PG)
1:00, 3:05,5:05, 7:10,9:10
The documentary is extremely biased, no
world
than
The Forgotten (PG13)
1:00,3:00,5:00,7:25, 9:35
doubt about it. Moore certainly does not try to
me.”

majors to figure it out. During another
break, students who found gold tickets
(taped to their seats before the show)
under their seats were invited on stage for
a little trivia. While Lincoln’s mother and
wife did not die on the same day as this
writer thought, half of the contestants
came out as winners and with free mer¬
chandise.
When asked about his return to Bates,
Dave said, “We love playing at Bates. The
silo was our east coast destination on our
first cross-country tour two years ago, and
we are thrilled that we can come back.”
The silo certainly is a different kind of
space for most performers. Almost every
comedian and musician makes some comment
about it. Misha said : “I love this place. The
acoustics are great and the crowd is always
friendly, but honestly, who can turn down free
chai?”
“The LLC” put on a great Village Club
Series show. As usual, the chai and cookies
fueled an energetic crowd that called the LLC
back for the second encore of the season
(Stephen Kellogg and the Sixers had the first).
The Village Club Serie continues this
Thursday with a double-bill: Kacy Crowley
and Christopher Jak at 9p.m.
For more about Speechwriters LLC, check
out www.speechwritersllc.com.

“Fahrenheit” Biased, but Powerful
show the other side of things, probably
because, as far as he is concerned, there is no
other side. He presents a series of facts and
leaves the viewer to decide what to do with
them. While I recommend watching this movie
with some reservation, I definitely think it’s
worth a look, especially in light of the coming
elections.
Stylistically, Moore knows how to put a
film together. The soundtrack is amazing,
often causing one to burst out laughing and
occasionally making us cringe. He pairs var¬
ious scenes with a range of music in such a
way that the music says more about the situ¬
ation than Moore himself does. It’s powerful.
He also selects scenes and puts them togeth¬
er in an order that is designed, obviously, to
make his point known. It’s important to keep
this in mind while watching: his shots of the
President making speeches are purposely
edited to make him appear stupid and horri¬
fying. Of course, that doesn’t change the fact
that he said what we see him saying on film,
but taken out of context, he seems even more
the villain, which is Moore’s goal.
Moore has a way of letting things speak
for themselves, injecting sarcastic comments
in key places to make us laugh, cry, or
cringe. The film is very powerful in that
regard. Nonetheless, there are parts of the
film that are too much, places where he loses
us (or at least some of us) and allows us to
remember that he is trying to show us his
point of view.
Overall “Fahrenheit 9/11” is well-made
and thought provoking. It is not what one
would call an enjoyable film, as it is at times
gruesome and disturbing, but it is one that is
important to experience, both for what it has
to say and, maybe even more importantly, for
what it stands for: freedom of speech.
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Question on the Quad
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Can you name an event from
the Baby Olympics?

“The Baby shotput! It
was right outside my
window. There were
no flying babies...”

“Poop-flinging.”

Ben Clinton ’07

Bob Yamartino ’07
Chris Abbott ’07

;No.

“Projectile urinating.”

Taylor Maher ’07

Jon Klumpp ’07

U'

Reporting and photographs by Niraj Chokshi
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On Deck This Week
BATES ACTION
September 28-October 5
Tues 9/28WOMEN’S SOCCER @ BOWDOIN4 P.M.
Wed.9/29VOLLEYBALL VS. BOWDOIN7 P.M.
Thu.9/30MEN’S SOCCER @ UNE.4 P.M.
Fri.lO/l-3MEN’S TENNIS @ ITA CHAMP,9 A.M.
Fri 10/1-2VOLLEYBALL VS. BATES INVIT.TBA.
Sat. 10/2FIELD HOCKEY @ TUFTS 1 P.M.
Sat. 10/2FOOTBALL @ TUFTS 1 P.M.
Sat.lO/2MEN’S SOCCER @ TUFTS 11 A.M.
Sat.lO/2GOLF @ CBB CHAMPIONSHIP2 P.M.
Sat.lO/2WOMEN’S SOCCER @ TUFTS 11 A.M.
Sat. 10/2VOLLEYBALL VS. ST. JOSEPH’S4 P.M.
Sun. 10/3WOMEN’S SOCCER @ AMHERST2 P.M.
Tues.l0/5MEN’S SOCCER VS. USM4 P.M.

Sports

The Bates Student

Bobcat of
the Week

Field Hockey Showing
FIELD HOCKEY

Continued from p. 16
These three games put Bates at an even
3-3 record, already eclipsing 2003’s twowin campaign. The Bobcats’ performance
is certainly encouraging, and will need to
be repeated in a difficult remaining sched¬
ule: seven of their final eight games,
including their last six, will be against
NESCAC competition.
After a well-deserved week off from
game competition, the field hockey team
will begin this portion of their schedule,
visiting the Jumbos at Tufts next Saturday.

Volleyball Working
Overtime

Jessica Wagner
Courtesy of Bates College Office of Media
Relations

VOLLEYBALL

Wagner, a first year from Sudbury, Mass,
scored her first two career goals in a 3-0 win
for the women’s soccer team over previously
unbeaten University of Southern Maine.

Continued from p. 16

Football Suffers Shutout at Trinity
Bobcats Defeated 49-0 by NESCAC Defending Champions; Trinity Racks Up 565 Yards on Offense
by SCOTT PRIEST
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR
Bates opened up its football season against
defending NESCAC champions Trinity, los¬
ing 49-0.
Trinity’s offensive attack was on the run, as
they compiled 427 of their 565 total offensive
yards on the ground. Drew Finkelday led the
Bantams with 142 yards on 16 carries, and
three touchdowns.
More than any one player though, Trinity’s
success came from its big-play ability, as six
of their touchdowns were scored on 30-plus
yard runs.
“Trinity is a very good team,” said Coach
Mark Harriman. “They have a great deal of
team speed, which was evident in the long
runs.”
The Bobcats were led on offense by Ron
DiGravio ’08, who rushed 13 times for 51
yards, and had one reception for nine yards.
Starting quarterback Anthony Arger ’06 com¬
pleted six of his twelve passing attempts for
40 yards, and a 20-yard scamper in the third
quarter for one of the Bobcats’ 14 first downs.

Harriman allowed some of the youth on the
team to play late in the game, including
Brandon Colon ’08, who replaced Arger late
in the second half, and connected with Dylan
McNamara ’07 for a 33-yard completion.
“DiGravio and Colon showed a great deal
of promise,” said Harriman. “But we did
have a lot of young guys starting for the first
time and they were a bit tentative. We need to
cut loose against these top teams and not wait
to see what they are all about.”
Leading the Bobcats on defense was Matt
Capone ’07, who had a nine-yard sack and six
tackles. Adam Kayce ’07 had seven tackles
to lead the team; Dave Bodger ’06 added 5.5
while captain Mike Horan ’05 recorded five
tackles.
But the Bantams were too much for the
Bobcats on both sides of the ball. Their run¬
ning attack was versatile, with Gennaro Leo
(ten carries for 143 yards, two touchdowns),
Carlos Baz (13 carries for 82 yards, one
score) and Michael Soules (one carry for a
48-yard touchdown) adding to Finkelday’s
line.
Quarterback Josh Pitcher was 9-11 for 83

yards.
The offensive flexibility allowed Trinity to
establish control over the pace of the game
early, putting pressure on Bates from the start
by opening the game 21-0 in the first quarter.
“We did not make any plays early enough
to have an impact on the outcome of the
game,” said Harriman.
Looking ahead, the Bobcats travel to
Medford, Massachusetts to take on the Tufts
University Jumbos next Saturday.
This week, Tufts was handed a 37-7 defeat
by Wesleyan, who accumulated nearly 500
yards of offense against a weak Jumbo
defense. Unlike Trinity, Wesleyan’s offense
dominated with the pass—66% completion
percentage, 339 yards, two touchdowns. This
weakness could be exploited by Arger and his
receivers in their second week.
Tufts struggles with its offensive passing
game as well: quarterback Jason Casey was
just 4-15 with three interceptions on
Saturday. The Bobcats secondary, headlined
by comerbacks Kayce and Jason Moody ’06,
will look to exploit this weakness next
Saturday.

Leslie Milk is Running
Toward Big Goals
SPOTLIGHT

Continued from p. 15
her this summer in Lewiston, and she was
an amazing training partner. Some days
we would run ten miles together and talk
excitedly the whole time, or other days
I’d tell her I just want to run alone, and
she’d completely understand. I love how
low-key she is with her friends, how she
listens to people, and how she is com¬
pletely honest.”
Teammate Isabel Yalouris agrees.
“Leslie is a wonderful and inspiring
teammate and person to me,” she said. “I
know that I can always count on her sup¬
port, camaraderie and advice about run¬
ning, school and life in general.”
In addition to running, Leslie has taken
up another grueling pastime: physics.
She’s writing her thesis on something
called optical pumping, and plans to
attend graduate school in biophysics.
She seemed just as excited talking about

physics as anything else, and her enthusi¬
asm for life is evident during even a short
conversation.
Her semester in Copenhagen last
spring, she says, has made her appreciate
all of the little things that Bates provides.
While abroad she lived with a firework
maker and studied international business,
because, “I wanted to try something
new.” Even though she missed her
favorite season, outdoor track, she has no
regrets about the experience.
Now that it’s senior year, Leslie is
seizing opportunities more than ever
before. She wants her team to qualify for
nationals. She would also like to make
all-region. And, oh yeah, there is that
PhD she looks to get after she graduates
in May.
“Milk will go places in life and will
succeed in whatever she does,” said
Dingman.
She seems to be doing pretty well so
far.
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Leslie is typically in the lead pack of
Bobcat runners, setting an example
for her teammates
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blocks. The team also recorded a season-high 19
service aces, as Jenn Linton ’07 led the way with
five.
Over the weekend Bates traveled to M.I.T. for
the M.I.T. Invitational. Bates opened the week¬
end on Friday with a four-game loss to Wellesley.
Zurek lead the Bobcats with 15 kills and 13 digs
in the 30-17,27-30, 30-22, 30-20 loss. Bates fin¬
ished the day by playing Western Connecticut
State University. Bates took a two- game to one
lead, but was forced to play a fifth. The Bobcats
were able to hold off WCSU in the fifth game to
beat WCSU 30-28, 26-30, 30-25, 23-30, 15-11.
Zurek led the team with 15 kills and 13 digs,
while Katie Graeff ’07 added 27 assists and seven
digs.
Bates opened the second day of the tournament
with a tight five-game victory against Vassar.
Zurek lead the Bobcats with 22 kills and 15 digs
in the 30-23, 27-30, 30-32, 30-28, 15-13 victory
over Vassar. In the final game of the tournament,
Bates avenged a loss to Colby the previous week
by defeating the Mules in a 30-28, 21-30, 30-22,
30-25 four- game victory. Graeff led the Bobcats
with 45 assists and eight blocks. Zurek added 24
kills and 20 digs, while Santy had 13 kills and six
digs in the victory.
Overall the weekend was a success with Bates
claiming the Bronze Division Title in the M.I.T.
Invitational.
“It was a good weekend for us. We started off
slow then picked it up as the games went along,”
said Zurek.
With four matches in two days, and two of
those matches going to five games, exhaustion
was a hurdle which the team needed to overcome.
“We were tired and we worked through it,”
said Santy.
The Bobcats used their energy to keep their
focus during the physically demanding weekend.
“Our energy was good for how tired we were.
Our energy kept us up,” said Zurek.
Overall, the team felt as though they came out
of the weekend on a positive note.
“We put some things together this weekend. It
was a step in a good direction,” said Zurek. “We
are on the up and up.”
The Bobcats know that they have the potential
to be a great team and that now they need to work
on playing with the same amount of focus and
energy in every game no matter the opponent.
“Our key thing is consistency. We need to play
this well every game. We took a step toward that
this weekend” said Santy.
This week, Bates will look to continue to
improve on their consistency of play as they host
Bowdoin on Wednesday, September 29 at 7:00 in
Alumni Gym. Bates will also play host to the
Bates Invitational October 1-2.
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Bates’ Paint-Spattered Warriors
A look at the battleground ofthe Bates paintball club
by RUSS ANDERSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
It is interesting to note that at Bates—
with its rampant drum circles and peace
protests—one of the most successful com¬
petitive teams carries guns and takes part in
glorious battle. But no worries folks-—
these soldiers will not return home with
Purple Hearts, only Purple Ass-Welts. The
only casualties are GPA and dignity (and
perhaps virility, if you’ve ever caught a
paintball below the belt).
They walk
among you as you stroll between classes or
make your way to commons, but once a
month they don camouflage and masks and
shoot to defend the honor of our alma
mater. They are the Bates Paintball Club.
In only its fourth year of existence, the
club was founded by John Kelley ’04, and
has been playing in tournaments for a mere
two years. One might not expect great
things from such a young program, but one
might then underestimate the Bates paintbailers. Competing in their final major
tournament of the 2003-2004 academic
year, they won every game, including a
match against the heavy favorites, and fin¬
ished first in a field of thirty teams.
What did the team think about their vic¬
tory? Team member Josh Grubman ’05,
whose pick-up bears a bumper sticker that
reads “the best homeland security is an
armed citizen”, points out that this
was an international tournament, in
that there was a team from Canada.
Bates’ greatest triumph came over the
favored home team, when Evan
Ackerman ’05 dramatically shot out
the remaining two opponents in a twoon-one confrontation. Says Grubman:
“they were favored to win and came
in all cocky, and we sent them home
and made them cry.” And at the end
of the day the Bates players had won
the tournament, six hundred bucks for
their club, six cases of paint (valued
at fifty bucks a piece), and some sort
of trophy that has since been lost.
How the hell does a paintball tour¬
nament work, you might ask? I had
no clue either, which is why I asked
this exact question to the team mem¬
bers.
Bates entered the Rogue
Paintball Tournament in Limington,
Maine with a three-man team com¬
posed of Kelley, Ackerman,and
Grubman. The tournament was held
in May 2004, and was open to all
ages—apparently players ranged from The

14 to 40. Each game is five minutes or less,
and played on a field that is 100 by 150
feet. There is a flag in the middle of this
field which each team tries to appropriate
and hang from the other team’s starting
point—a goal made more interesting by the
fact that there are large brightly-colored
inflatable bunkers strewn across the playing
surface. These bunkers even have comical
names that are vaguely derived from their
respective shapes: “home plate” (it’s
shaped like home plate), “dorito” (it’s trian¬
gular), “snake” (it’s a long tube), “standup” (now that is a comical name), and
“beercan” (what the players envision to
spur them on to victory). A team wins by
scoring the most points, which are awarded
for flag possession, flag hanging, and for
wiping out the most opposing players.
Each player has a position with certain
duties, as in any other sport. As the fastest
shooter, Ackerman was “backman”—
entrusted with the tasks of laying cover fire
and communicating positions to his team¬
mates. Grubman played “midman”, and
split time between laying close, accurate
cover fire, and charging in for the flag.
This last option would only arise should
something unfortunate happen to the third
player—you guessed it—the “frontman”,
played by Kelley. The only requirements
for this position are that one must be a
crazy maniac who can run fast and employ

"dodging skills” while rushing to snag the
flag and thereby score points. Bates scored
plenty, and at one point, recounts
Ackerman, “we had the fastest complete
victory of the day by taking out the entire
other team and hanging the flag with no
losses in about 34 seconds.”
Grubman
attributes the success of the threesome to
the fact that, “we communicate well.”
Think about joining—team members get
to play with some really cool gear, which
the club generously lends out for free. The
guns bear names that are reminiscent of
items one might find at Condomania in
Portland: in the Rogue tournament, Evan
fired the mighty “Excalibur,” while John
unloaded with the “Autococker,” and
“Grubby” played with his “Bushmaster.”
Each gun fires between ten and twenty balls
per second, which, for lack of a better
description, is pretty damn fast. The co-ed
club plays recreationally about once a
month at a private field and invites anyone
(faculty or students) to come out. There is
a B team as well, and tournament positions
are available.
On a closing note, the Bates Paintball
Club would like to point out that their sport
is environmentally friendly. All of the paint
is water-based, and the paintball shells are
made of a biodegradable gelatin which,
according to Grubman, “doesn’t taste half
bad.”

Courtesy Photo /Russ Anderson

Bates paintball team in action at a competition last spring.

Women’s Tennis Falls to Jumbos
Tufts Remains Unbeaten; Several Bobcats Compete in 1TA Championships as Well

Golf Team Competes at
NESCACs and State of
Maine Championships
by SCOTT PRIEST
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR
Golf had its most important weekend yet, com¬
peting amongst the best teams in the area in both the
State of Maine Championships and the NESCAC
Championships.
The NESCAC Championships was a two-day
event held at Ralph Myhre Golf Course at
Middlebury College. In a competitive field of ten,
Bates finished eighth, led by first-year Alex
Jacobson’s 22-over par 164.
Jacobson finished in a tie for 19th place, followed
closely by captain Danny Dodson’05. Dodson was
four shots off of Jacobson’s score, tallying a 168 to
tie for 30th place. Other finishing Bobcats were in
close proximity: Sam Haaz ’06 was two back of
Dodson for 34th place while Kevin Wells was just
three shots behind Haaz, scoring a 173.
Nick Ryder of Williams won the tournament. His
74 on Sunday gave him a score of 154 for the tour¬
nament, allowing him to win by one stroke.
NESCAC’s followed closely on the heels of the
State of Maine Championships, held Friday at
Riverside Golf Course in Portland. Bates finished
sixth among a crowded field of fourteen, yielding
two of the top individual scores.
Dodson shot a one-over par 73 in arguably his
best performance of the year, tying for fifth place.
Jacobson trailed him by one stroke, tying for
eighth place. Wells outperformed teammate Haaz
for the first time this year by finishing in a tie for
22nd; Haaz was tied for 36th while Nate Purinton
’07 finished with an 89, tied for 54th place.
“Playing with the best players in the state of
Maine
was
a
great
experience
and Friday we proved that we are right there with
them,” said Dodson.
St. Joseph’s took first place with two of the top
three scores of the tournament, including individ¬
ual winner Joe Manganaro, who shot a 4-under
par 68. USM’s Jim Frost came in second with a
69, third went to Manganaro’s teammate Frank
Renaud, who shot a 70.
As a team, St. Joe’s shot a 295, fourteen shots
ahead of the Bobcats. They were followed close¬
ly by Husson College and USM, who tied for sec¬
ond place with a 297. Rounding out the top five
were Bowdoin and University of MaineFarmington, just out of Bates’ reach at three shots
and one shot ahead of the Bobcats.
“It was a very successful Maine State
Championsliip for Bates Golf. We were very
happy to have three out of our four scores be sub80,” said Dodson.
The golf team will get even more local next
Saturday, competing in the heated rivalry that is
the CBB Championships against Bowdoin and
host Colby at the Waterville Country Club.

Cross Country Teams
Finish Strong from
Top to Bottom
CROSS COUNTRY

by KRISTEN JOHNSON
SPORTS WRITER
In a disappointing week for the Bates
Women’s Tennis team, the Bobcats were
unable to beat Tufts and were only able to
get one win at the ITA New England
Regional Championships.
On Tuesday, September 21 the team faced
Tufts away. While the Bobcats were unable
to walk away with a win, they did have their
best performance against Tufts in recent his¬
tory.
The score 0-9 against Tufts doesn’t con¬
vey the excellent matches played, especially
by Liz Currie ’06, Cecilia Grissa ’08, and
Heather Bracken ‘05.
Currie was the only Bobcat to win a set at
fourth singles with 3-6, 6-1, 6-0.
Currie and Grissa played well together at
third doubles with a score of 8-5. Bracken
also played well and lost the first set after a
disputed line call for set point.
The Jumbos have not lost a singles or

doubles match so far this season and
advanced to 3-0.
“This is the best we have competed in the
last four years,” said Coach Paul
Gastonguay. “Playing a top nationally
ranked team used to be intimidating, but

“Playing a top nationally
ranked team used to be intim¬
idating, but now our players
are finding a way to compete
and are fighting for every
point.”
now our players are finding a way to com¬
pete and are fighting for every point.”
This past weekend the women Bobcats
went to the ITAs held at Williams College.
This
competition was
one
of 57
Wilson/Intercollegiate Tennis Association
Regional Championships played across the
country.

At Williams, 67 players representing 17
colleges from New England and western
New York competed.
This tournament features the top Division
III schools in the region. The champions
from this tournament will advance to the
ITA National Small College Championships
at Florida Gulf Coast University in Fort
Myers.
The Championships began in 1986 and
annually award men’s and women’s singles
and doubles in national championships in
each of the ITA’s four small college divi¬
sions: NCAA Divisions II and III, NAIA and
Junior/Community College.
The Bobcats sent Tara DeVito ’05, Cecilia
Grissa ’08 and Emma Nochomovitz ’07 for
singles, and Heather Bracken ’05 and
Nochomovitz doubles to the ITAs.
While none of the singles players were
able to pull out a win, Bracken and
Nochomovitz were able to come up with a
huge victory over Williams in the first
round.

continued from p. 16
aggressive front pack.”
The men’s cross country team also fin¬
ished first out of all the collegiate teams
competing at Franklin Park. Bates took six
of the top ten places on their way to win¬
ning the 12-team meet by 65 points over
second-place Wheaton. Bates scored just
23 points, while Wheaton ended up with
88.
Bates, for the second week in a row, had
a number of runners at the front of the
pack. Joel Anderson ’05 lead the charge
for Bates finishing in third place with a
time of 26:05.40, while Dan Johnson ’06
and Michael Downing ‘05 finished right
behind Joel with times of 26:05.60 and
26:05.90 respectively. Other top runners
for the Bates team included David Krause
’08 (26:25, seventh), Steve Monsulick ’07
(27:14, ninth), and Matt Dunlap ’08
(27:15, tenth).
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Senior Spotlight
Leslie Milk

Martinez and
Schilling: Red Sox
Hold Two Aces
by NOLAN MACHERNIS
SPORTS WRITER
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Leslie Milk is tri-captain for the Women’s Cross Country Team.

Got Milk? X-Country Does
by GARY DZEN
SPORTS SECTION EDITOR
The winters are long in Buffalo,
New York. For cross-country tri-cap¬
tain Leslie Milk, who calls Buffalo
home, the choice of activities when
she was growing up usually involved
ice. Since her brothers played hockey,
Leslie took up figure skating, and for
12 years made it her sport. Eventually,
though, the idea of coming in from the
snow to a building full of ice no
longer pleased her.
“It got to the point where I had to
choose it as my life, or choose to be a
normal person,” said Milk. “I chose to
be a normal person.”
Leslie joined the track and cross¬
country teams in high school, choos¬
ing to put her body through the “nor¬
malcy” of running instead.
“My family never understood why I
chose to run,” she said. “A lot of peo¬
ple view runners as kind of crazy
because of what they put themselves
through. I used to think they were
too.”
Admittedly, she wasn’t very good
when she started out. In high school

Leslie ran cross-country only to get in
shape for track, which she considered
more “her sport.” She found her niche
running on the track, qualifying for
eight events in the preliminaries of the
New York State Meet.
When she arrived at Bates (“I just
loved the idea of being in Maine,” she
said about her decision to attend the
school), Leslie did what most success¬
ful athletes don’t do. She switched
sports again.
“I really wanted to try rowing,” she
said.
Leslie rowed her freshman year and
ran indoor track between seasons.
That may seem like a lot for a fresh¬
man to juggle, but she handled it well.
“Milk is one of the most motivated,
ambitious and hard-working people I
know,” said roommate Allie Dingman.
“Whatever she does she puts 150% of
herself into it.”
Sophomore year Leslie turned her
focus back to track, running both the
indoor and outdoor seasons. It wasn’t
until her junior year that she gave
cross-country another shot.
“Leslie is a highly driven competi¬
tor,” says her cross-country coach

Carolyn Court. “She set her goal in
the summer of being a top-seven com¬
petitor in her first season and succeed¬
ed.”
Leslie no longer views cross-coun¬
try as training for track; her race time
has improved by three minutes since
high school. She finished twenty-fifth
at the UMass-Dartmouth Invitational
two weeks ago, second on the team.
This week she fared just as well, fin¬
ishing the Harrier Classic 19th over¬
all, a meet which the Bobcats won.
In addition, she says that the best
moment in her athletic career came
last season when the team was just 20
points shy of qualifying for nationals.
“Being a part of this team is just so
amazing,” she said with a smile.
“Everyone is so genuine and loving.
Every member of the team, from the
first to twenty-fifth runner, is so
important.”
Her teammates are quick to give her
credit as well.
“As a cross-country runner, team¬
mate, and friend, Leslie has my com¬
plete trust,” says fellow captain
Katherine Creswell. “I got to live with
See MILK, p.13

WOMEN’S SOCCER IMPROVES TO 4-0
by SCOTT PRIEST
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR
Women’s soccer pulled to a 4-0 record
with a three-win week and two shutouts.
The team beat the previously undefeated
Salem State squad on Sunday, 3-0.
Bates dominated offensively, overpower¬
ing Salem State’s shot total by 20, led by
Jessica Wagner ’08 and Jenna Benson ’06,
who had five each.
Despite the onslaught, it took 50 minutes
for the Bobcats to record their first goal: a
Wagner penalty kick. Katie Carroll ’05
scored her third goal of the season off a
Benson pass from the left side of the field.
Wagner added an insurance goal with ten
minutes remaining on a direct kick from 25
yards out.
Goalkeeper Emily Howieson ’08 recorded
three saves; Kelly Wakeham ’08 blocked
one shot in her ten minutes of play as a sub-

stitute.
Sunday’s win came shortly after a close
competition with Connecticut College, in
which the Bobcats prevailed 2-1.
Kim Alexander ’07 won the game in the
87th minute, breaking a tie that had stood
for nearly fifty minutes on a scramble from
a corner kick, after Meg Coffin ’07 was able
to get the ball to her.
Jessie Gargiulo ’07 scored her first goal of
the year in the first half off a Wagner pass,
vaulting the ball into the top left corner of
the goal.
Howieson allowed one goal, the only goal
scored against Bates in their four games of
2004, while recording five saves, withstand¬
ing the pressure of sixteen shots by the
Camels, who were sent to a 3-2 record.
The Bobcats opened the week against
USM in Gorham, and left with a 2-0 shutout.
Carroll scored both Bates goals in the
middle of the first half, with. The first came

off a crossing pass from Benson for a short
shot into the net. Her second tally, just six
minutes later, was unassisted.
Howieson protected the lead, recording
six saves to give the Bobcats their second
straight shutout to open the season.
Bates has a busy schedule again this week,
including away games at Bowdoin on
Tuesday, Tufts on Saturday, and a makeup
game at Amherst on Sunday.
Amherst may be the Bobcats’ stiffest com¬
petition of the year. Defending NESCAC
champions, the Lord Jeffs have somewhat
stumbled in the beginning of 2004 with just
a 2-0-2 record. With ties against Tufts and
Eastern Connecticut State University,
Amherst has weaknesses, but also received a
boost when reigning NESCAC Player of the
Year Ashley Harmeling returned to the team
on Saturday, scoring the team’s only goal
against the Jumbos.

Who’s the Man?
The Red Sox have arguably the most
dominating one-two punch in the past ten
years, rivaling the Diamondbacks’ World
Series winning combination of Randy
Johnson and, uh, Curt Schilling.
But here in New England, Pedro
Martinez has been the backbone, force,
soul, stopper, and ace of the Red Sox
since joining the team in 1998. Schilling,
who left Johnson and the Diamondbacks
in the offseason to pursue a World Series
ring with one of the most storied franchis¬
es in sports, is no slouch either.
Upon arriving in Boston, Schilling has
wasted no time. Schilling has amassed a
21-6 record, an ERA of 3.26, stuck out
over 200 batters and is a leading Cy
Young candidate.
Schilling has been there every time the
Red Sox have needed a win to end a los¬
ing streak, and more importantly, team¬
mates look up to him in the clubhouse.
You never read an article in the Boston
Globe commenting on Schilling’s com¬
plaints about the Boston clubhouse, lack
of run support or of being underpaid.
That’s because this man is a machine—
he makes no complaints and offers no
excuses. He is here for one purpose: to
win the World Series as a member of the
Red Sox.
Yet, given all that Schilling has
achieved this year to date, why do we
often hear Schilling referencing Pedro
Martinez as the “ace” of the rotation?
Does any of this make sense?
It’s true that we all love Pedro
Martinez.
Since acquiring him from Montreal he
has had two 20-win seasons and has never
had an ERA over 2.89. He has singlehandedly given the Red Sox Nation a
hope of winning the World Series.
However, for a good part of his time here
in New England, Pedro has had his
moments.
There have been the stories of him com¬
plaining about the clubhouse being too
small and outdated, being underpaid and a
lack of support from his teammates—and
that’s when he chooses to speak. There
was also the ALCS against the Evil
Empire last year, but we won’t go into
that.
Yet, for some reason, Martinez has
remained relatively jovial this year
despite the decreased velocity of his fast¬
ball and less than impressive statistics.
Though solid, he’s not having a Cy Young
year by any means'with a record of 16-8
with an ERA of 3.78 in addition to the
fact that he has been blown out by the
Yankees twice.
On a side note, on
Saturday, the usually confident Pedro
made a comment to the effect of the
Yankees “being his daddy.” Ugh. This
isn’t what we want to hear heading into
the playoffs. Yet, any other pitcher in the
big leagues would be more than happy
with what Pedro has accomplished this
year.
Who is the true ace of the Boston pitch¬
ing rotation?
Schilling claims that
Martinez is the only ace.
Martinez
appears to accept this fact. Statistically,
Schilling is having a better season than
Martinez. However, both of these men
have no fear and are ready for any chal¬
lenge.
In my estimation, the Red Sox are lucky
in that regard. They have two very solid
pitchers with a warrior mentality.
Therefore, on all accounts the deck is
stacked heading into the postseason for
the first time with the Red Sox holding
two aces.
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Field Hockey Nets Two Big Wins
Bobcats Surpass 2003 Win Total; Improve to3-3 Alter Defeating Conn. College and Gordon This Week
by SCOTT PRIEST
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Men’s and Women’s
Cross-Country Win
at Harrier Classic

MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR
The field hockey team followed up a
busy week with yet another, going 2-1 in
three games in the last four days.
The defeat came Sunday at Amherst,
where the Lord Jeffs shutout Bates 4-0 in a
makeup game for last Saturday’s rainout.
The Bobcat offense could not penetrate
Amherst’s strong defense, firing just five
shots throughout the course of the game.
Goalkeeper Sarah Judice ’06 recorded ten
saves for the Bobcats, but the barrage of
shots from Amherst proved to be too much,
epitomized by goals by Lauren Anderson
and Carolyn Shea which came off rebound.
Erin Leydon scored two goals for
Amherst, while Katherine Skrivan offered
a seven-shot onslaught on the goal.
Brooke Anable ’05 led the Bobcats with
three shots on goal.
The Amherst game followed a home
contest with Connecticut College on
Saturday, which Bates battled through for
a 2-1 victory. The Camels were tougher
than their 0-4 record insinuated, scoring
the first goal 23 minutes into the game.
That would be all Connecticut College
would get for offense, as the Bobcat
defense, headlined by Sarah Overmeyer
’05 and Judice, who made seven saves.
Mary Alice Cornog ’05 scored her first
goal of the year off an Anable pass at the
34 minute mark, tying the game for Bates.
Carolyn King ’07 followed off an Allison
Marshall ’07 penalty corner, notching the
game-winning goal.
The Bobcats maintained their one-goal
advantage for the final 20 minutes as
Judice recorded three of her saves to solid¬
ify the victory.

by ADAM SOULE
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Amelia Larsen/The Bates Student

Lindsay Allsop ’05 battles past a defender last Saturday.
“Our passing was stick to stick and we
were able to finish and score goals,”
observed Judice.
King, who led the Bobcats with three
shots, was not unfamiliar with game-win¬
ning goals for Bates this week.
Bates’ first game of the week was also at
home, in a non-NESCAC match against
Gordon College on Thursday.
Gordon
entered the game 5-1, but was unable to
continue their strong start as the Bobcats
shut them out 1-0.
The lone goal came from King, who
scored off a penalty corner by Liz

Men’s Soccer Dominates
Camels in NESCAC Opener
by KRISTEN JOHNSON
SPORTS WRITER
Bates registered its first NESCAC win
with a commanding 7-1 victory over
Connecticut College this past Saturday. The
Bobcats scored early and often.
The first goal was scored by Dan Bradford
’05 just 11 minutes into the game. The
opportunity came on a cross from Terence
O’Connell ’06 and gave Bates a 1-0 lead.
Brent Morin ’08 scored his first career
goal late in the first half. Morin led the
Bobcats with two goals on the day.
In the second half Kyle Rushton ’07
immediately gave the Bobcats a 3-0 lead,
scoring on a rebound off the post off a direct
kick taken by O’Connell.
Less than 15 minutes later
Bradford connected with
Ithai Schori ’07, who
scored from the right wing.
O’Connell got a goal of
his own after two assists
during the 20th minute of
the second half. This goal
was O’Connell’s third of
the season and came off of a cross from
Rushton to give the Bobcats a 5-0 lead.
Ian Livengood ’05 got his second goal of
the season off his own rebound with 12 min¬
utes to play. But Andy Carten was able to
avoid a shutout by scoring for the Camels on
a cross from Chris Davis.
In response, Morin scored his second of
the day on a pass from Mark Grande ’08
with one minute on the clock.
“I think that the team is gelling together
right now.
Our senior leadership is

great and with dynamic two-way players like
Ian Livengood this team can attack
and defend. We played really tough against
Conn,” says tri-captain Alex Wolff ’05.
Six different Bobcats scored the seven
goals, with Morin scoring a pair and
O’Connell getting a goal and two assists.
Bates advanced to 3-1-0, 1-1-0 in NESCAC.
The Bobcats will face the University of New
England this Thursday.
With players who know how to get things
done, the Bobcats are looking to make
waves throughout the NESCAC. Bates has
long been a team of unfulfilled potential, but
this season the Bobcats are looking to com¬
bine their extraordinary talent with a win¬
ning record.
In their mid-week
game
Terence
O’Connell ’06 scored
two second-half goals
to lead the Bobcats to a
3-1 win over Saint
Joseph’s. The first goal
was scored just 6 min¬
utes into the game.
In the second half the
Monks managed to get one past Aaron
Schleicher, Bates’ first year goalkeeper, with
about 40 minutes to go, but O’Connell
quickly responded with a goal to give the
Bobcats the lead again. With less than nine
minutes to play O’Connell added another
goal.
Throughout the game the Bobcats domi¬
nated and set the tempo of play. Bates outshot St. Joseph’s 27-5 with Brian White, the
Monk’s goalkeeper, making numerous good
saves to keep his team in the game.

“Our senior leadership is
great and with dynamic
two-way players like Ian
Livengood this team can
attack and defend,” tri¬
captain alex Wolff.

Greenwood ’07 eight minutes in. King’s
two game-winners, her only two of the
season, came just two days apart.
Gordon struggled to get the ball upfield
against a fortified Bobcat defense, which
only allowed five shots by the Fighting
Scots, just one less than Overmeyer alone
fired for Bates. None of the shots came in
the second half.
Judice and Sarah Sprague ’07, who had
two saves, split time in goal.
“Our defense just clicked all week,” said
Judice.
See FIELD HOCKEY p.13

The men’s and women’s cross-country
teams had their second strong performance in
as many weeks, and are making their case as
one of the strongest programs in the Northeast.
On Saturday the Lady Bobcats competed at
the MIT Harrier Classic at historic Franklin
Park in Boston. Leading the way for the sec¬
ond week in a row was captain Katherine
Creswell ‘05, fighting for a ninth place finish
in the last 400 meters to finish in 19:29. Other
strong finishes were turned in by Meaghan
Lynch ’08, who finished in 19:53, good for
seventeenth, captain Leslie Milk ’05 (19th,
20:00), Molly Balentine ’08 (20th, 20:06) and
captain Kim Whipkey ‘06 (24th, 20:17).
Rounding out the varsity scoring with stellar
performances was sophomore Katherine
Moore (20:35, 32nd) and first year Aviva
Goldstein finishing in forty-fourth (20:54).
The Bates team was first among collegiate
teams with a score of 38 points, easily out-run¬
ning second place team Smith with 70 and MIT
with 71 points. In the official scoring, Greater
Boston Track Club won with 25 points to
Bates’ 80 and Smith’s 101.
Assistant coach Scott Bennett was pleased
with the way the meet went overall.
“The ladies ran very well on a slower and
slightly longer course than we have seen in
recent history. Across the board we ran very
aggressively and put ourselves in a position to
win this meet very early in the race,” said
Scott.
“We’re
coming
into
the
championship meets and Coach Court and I
feel this could be a squad that can really makes
things happen because of our depth and
See CROSS-COUNTRY, p.14

VOLLEYBALL GOES 4-1 IN
EXHAUSTING WEEK OF PLAY

Gary Dzen/The Bates Student

The Bates Volleyball team competes against USM in a match which they
won three games to one.
by ALEX SCHINDEL
SPORTS WRITER
The Bates Volleyball team opened a week of com¬
petition with a victory against the University of
Southern Maine in the Bobcats’ home opener.
Feeling the hype and excitement of playing in front
of the beloved Bates fans for the first time this sea¬
son, the Bobcats played well enough to defeat
Southern Maine, but the team did not feel as though
they played up to their potential.
“We could have played better,” stated co-captain
Olivia Zurek ’05.
The Southern Maine squad is not nearly as talent¬
ed as the Bobcats team; they did force Bates to four

games, however, before finally bowing out.
“We have a tough time playing teams that are
worse than us because instead of making them play
to our level, we play at their level,” said Junior Liz
Santy.
This game illustrated how even in a victory, there
are still details which the team can look to and leam
from in order to realize their lull potential.
The Bobcats’ defense was anchored by co-captain
Elizabeth Blakely ’05 who recorded a career-high
eight blocks, including four solos. Olivia Benisch
’07 added four blocks, while Santy and Zurek both
added three blocks. As a team, Bates recorded 14
See VOLLEYBALL p.13

